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Course Code
Engineering Mathematics I 

C101 Course Outcomes

C101.1
Learners will be able to identify algebraic problems  and its applications for 

practical areas.

C101.2
Students will be capable to use derivatives to approximate a continuous function 

into a polynomial.

C101.3

Students will be able to extend the basic ideas of the calculus of functions of 

single variables to functions of several variables and concept of homogeneous 

function and its application.

C101.4 Learners will be able to find crucial  roots of complex numbers.

Course Code
Engineering Physics 

C102 Course Outcomes

C102.1
The students will be able to classify the solids on the basis of their energy band 

diagrams.  . 

C102.2
The students will be able to apply the concepts and knowledge of Compton 

scattering, LASER and de-Broglie’s matter waves and their applications.

C102.3
They will be able to apply fundamental knowledge of electric and magnetic fields 

in particular applications 

C102.4

The students will be able to apply the concepts and fundamentals of interference 

of light to investigate wavelength of monochromatic light and refractive index of 

transparent liquids.

C102.5
The students will get an insight of an optical fibre and propagation of light 

through an optical fibre

C102.6 The students will be able to design acoustically good hall.  

Course Code
Engineering Mechanics 

C103 Course Outcomes

C103.1
The students will be able to apply the basic principles of mechanics to define 

structural models and solve wide range of engineering problems.

C103.2
The students will develop an ability to design and conduct mechanics 

experiments. 

C103.3
The students will be able to analyze and interpret experimental and computational 

mechanics data.
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C103.4

The students will understand the fundamentals that will enable the appropriate use 

and development of techniques, skills and modern engineering tools necessary for 

engineering practice. 

C103.5
The students will be able to solve the professional and ethical responsibilities with 

effective communication.

C103.6
The students will gain the confidence and ability to integrate the above outcomes 

for turning in an entrepreneur.

Course Code
Engineering Drawing 

C104 Course Outcomes

C104.1
The students will gain the knowledge of the various practice standards in 

Engineering Drawing.

C104.2 The students will be able to read and understand the technical drawing.

C104.3
The students will be able to construct machine parts as a application of 

engineering drawing.

C104.4
The students will be able to construct the projections of objects and isometric 

views. 

C104.5 The student will have a good hand on free hand sketches in technical aspects.

C104.6 The students will develop an ability  to handle drawing instruments.

Course Code
Workshop-I 

C105 Course Outcomes

C105.1 Students will be able to –

C105.2
Design and Model various prototypes in the Smity such as making various profile 

shape.

C105.3 Design and Model various prototypes in Fitting such as Straight Fit, and V fit.

C105.4
Design and Model various prototypes in Fitting such as filing hack saw cutting, 

drilling and tapping.

C105.5 Design the metal joining with the help of internal and external threading. 

C105.6
Understand in the foundry such as as and molding, patterns , types of molding 

sands.

Course Code
Engineering Mathematics II 

C106 Course Outcomes

C106.1
Learner will be able to handle conveniently many complicated expressions, which 

occur in electrical and mechanical systems by expressing them in a matrix form.



C106.2

In many physical phenomenon like vibration of string, electromagnetic field 

theory are periodic, learner will be able to discuss the representation and periodic 

functions as an infinite series.

C106.3
Learner will be able to demonstrate the knowledge of vector algebra and carry out 

mathematical operations with scalar and vector quantities. 

C106.4
Learner will be able to obtain formula for areas and volumes of triangles, spheres, 

cones and  to grace the basics of complex integration.

C106.5
Leaner will be able to calculate the volume of three dimensional shapes and 

average value of a function over region.

C106.6 They will be able to trace the curves from the given equation of the curves.

Course Code
Engineering Chemistry  

C107 Course Outcomes

C107.1

The student will be able to apply the knowledge of soft and hard water for 

domestic, industrial, engineering material and chemical processes, and technology 

involved in water softening methods such as lime- Soda, Zeolite and Ion exchange 

method.

C107.2
The student will gain the knowledge about corrosion and will be able to apply for 

the prevention of metals by various techniques.

C107.3

The student will gain the knowledge about raw materials, compositions, types and 

properties of portland cement and techniques involved in the manufacturing 

process.

C107.4

The student will gain the knowledge of fossil fuels and use of fuel in automobile 

industrial applications such as I.C engine and Diesel engine and. Also the 

techniques in manufacturing of synthetic fuels (Cracking process).

C107.5

The student will gain the knowledge about polymer and rubber by studying 

structure, composition, synthetic techniques, properties and process of 

vulcanization and its importance etc.

C107.6
The students will get the knowledge of basics of environment and its structure 

required for sustainable development and environmental 

Course Outcomes Computer Programming 

C108

C108.1 The students will be able to understand working of computer system.



C108.2 The students will be able to design and use appropriate algorithms.

C108.3
The students will be able to design, implement and test various programs in C-

language involving multiple test files

C108.4
The students will be able to process large amount of data, facilitate efficient 

storing, accessing and manipulation of data items.

C108.5

 The students will gain the knowledge about pointers which supports the dynamic 

memory management, reduce length and complexity of program and reduce the 

program execution time.

C108.6
The student will be able to design a structure that helps to organize complex data 

in meaningful way.

Course Code
Electrical Engineering 

C109 Course Outcomes

C109.1
Students will gain the fundamental knowledge of D.C circuits, Network  theorems 

& their applications. 

C109.2
Students will get basics of magnetic properties and their applications in the real 

world

C109.3
Students will be able to understand about A.C. circuits, behavior of various 

electrical components in A.C.

C109.4
Students will be able to understand the importance of three phase circuit over 

single phase

C109.5 Students will be able gain knowledge about various motors and transformer 

C109.6
Students will know about different measuring instruments, safety devices and 

earthing with their applications.

Course Code
Workshop-II

C110 Course Outcomes

C110.1 Students will be able to –
C110.2 Understand applications of hand tools and power tools.

C110.3 Select the appropriate tools required for specific operation.

C110.4 Comprehend the safety measures required to be taken while using the tools.

C110.5 Design various profile shape with metal sheet.

C110.6
Design and model various prototypes in the carpentry trade such as Cross lap 

joint, Dove tail joint.

Course Code
Mathematics-III

201 Course Outcomes

C201.1
Demonstrate the knowledge to solve ordinary Linear  Differential equations with 

constant coefficient 



C201.2 To Define the Laplace transform and its inverse  transform for the basic functions. 

C201.3
Apply False Position, Newton Raphson method to solve nonlinear & polynomial 

equations 

C201.4
Define Gradient, divergent and curl of vector point  functions. Finds the 

directional derivatives of scalar  point functions. 

Course Code Mechanics of Material

202 Course Outcomes

C202.1 Basic concept and applications of verious  tests to identify material properties

C202.2 Gaining the knowledge of materials

C202.3 Study different types of load considerastions 

C202.4 Develop and evaluate alternatives for mechanical systems

C202.5 Develop ability to analyse design and material selection

Course Code Fluid Power - I

203 Course Outcomes

C203.1 Knowledge of fluid & its characterstics 

C203.2 Application of fluid laws

C203.3 Estimation of process performance

C203.4 Knowlede and application of real life fluid problems

C203.5 Design of fluid system 

C203.6 Prediction of behaviour of fluid system

Course Code Engineering Thermodynamic

204 Course Outcomes

C204.1
Understand the basic concept of thermodynamics such as systems, properties and 

state.

C204.2 Apply first law of thermodynamic

C204.3 Apply second law of thermodynamic and understand concept of entropy

C204.4 Understand the concept of air standerd cycles.

Course Code Manufactring Process-I

205 Course Outcomes

C205.1 understand the basic concept of foundry process and related activities

C205.2
understand the concept of complete sand casting process with advance casting 

methods

C205.3 uderstand the fundamentals of welding process

C205.4
understand verious processes like electroplating, anodizing etc and its improtance 

in industry



Course Code
Basic Electrical Drives and Control

206 Course Outcomes

C206.1 Study of workingof Electrical drives and its components

C206.2 Understand basics of DC motor and its characterstics

C206.3 Studythw workingAC motor, Induction motor, concept of braking.

C206.4 Study of different speed control methods of A.C. and D.C. motors

C206.5 Study, design of transducers and its applications

C206.6 Study of Industrial Applications of different drives

Course Code Engineering Metallurgy

207 Course Outcomes

C207.1 Understand the concept of metals and its physical and metallurgical properties

C207.2 Understand concept of steels alloy steels cast irons and non ferrous alloys

C207.3 Demonstrate the knowledge of verious heat treatment of metals

C207.4
Demonstrate the knowledge of applications of steels, cast irons, nonferrous alloys, 

mechanical properties of metals in industries

Course Code Energy Conversion- I

208 Course Outcomes

C208.1
Understaand the concept of pure substance, properties of steam and its behaviour 

during various thermodynamic process.

C208.2
Understand working of powerplant, analyze & remember working of different 

boilers,Safety mountings, control mountings & acessories.

C208.3 Analyze flow of steam through nozzles & diffusers

C208.4

Evaluate the power developed by different turbines with steam as working fluid 

by different turbines with steam as working fluid by graphical & analytical 

method

C208.5
Understand construction & working of different types of condensers & cooling 

towers

Course Code Manufactring Process-II

209 Course Outcomes

C209.1
Understand the basic concept of metal cutting and various manufacturing 

processes



C209.2
Demonstrate the knowledge of lathe, drilling, boring, milling and gear production 

machines

C209.3 Understand the verious unconventional machining processes

C209.4 Apply the knowledge of actual machining 

Course Code
Machine Design and Drawing -I

210 Course Outcomes

C210.1
Student will be able to demonstrate the techniques of sactioning and visualising 

the objects

C210.2
Student will be able to develop machine component surfaces in order to fabricate 

them

C210.3 Considerations to design different machine components

C210.4
Student will be able to duplicate the design procudure for designing different 

mechanical joints

C210.5
Student will articulate the machine design procedure for developing the project 

work

C210.6 Student will develop self confidence as a mechanical engineer for Industry

Course Code
Production Technology

C301 Course Outcomes

C301.1 Knowledge of quality and quality management 

C301.2 Application of statistical quality control tools

C301.3 Estimation of process capability

C301.4 Knowlede and application of work study techniques

C301.5 Design of inspection gauges

C301.6 Use of various inspection instruments

Course Code Heat Transfer

C302 Course Outcomes

C302.1 Knowledge of steady state conduction

C302.2 Applications of conduction convection systems

C302.3 Understanding of rdiactive systems

C302.4 Estimation of forced convection heat transfer

C302.5 Knowledge of free convection and condensation and boiling

C302.6 Heat exchangers calculations and heat pipes

Course Code Measurment System

C303 Course Outcomes

C303.1
Exhibit the concept of measurment system and to know its importance in 

industries

C303.2 Ability to measure various parameters like presure flow, speed, vibrations etc



C303.3 Ability to use verious measuring instruments

C303.4 Exhibit process approach of engineering and will confident in industry 

C303.5 Demonstrate good skills in project work

Course Code Theory of Machines-I 

C304 Course Outcomes

C304.1 To understand the concept and its application of link, mechanism and machines

C304.2
To analyse the mechanism and machines on the basis of velocity and accelaration 

method

C304.3 To apply the use of synthesis of mechanism

C304.4 To evaluate and understand brake cluth dynometer gear train etc

C304.5 To create and evaluate of minimum projection

Course Code Computer Software Applications I Lab

C305 Course Outcomes

C305.1 Student will able to understand  and memorize the basics of DBMS

C305.2 Student will develop an ability to develop design of relational database

C305.3 Student will command over the MYSQL and perform relational algebra operation 

C305.4 Student will articulate the simulation language and simulation packages

C305.5 Student will demonstrate the steps applied in simulation process

Course Code Fluid Power - II

C306 Course Outcomes

C306.1 Basic concept of prime movers

C306.2 Power produced with hydraulic machine

C306.3 Design of power conservation and devices

C306.4 Design hydraulic machine with high frequecy

C306.5 Understand conceptof hydrostatic and hydrokinetic system

Course Code Computer Software Applications 

C307 Course Outcomes

C307.1 Student will able to understand  and memorize the basics of DBMS

C307.2 Student will develop an ability to develop design of relational database



C307.3 Student will command over the MYSQL and perform relational algebra operation 

C307.4 Student will articulate the simulation language and simulation packages

C307.5 Student will demonstrate the steps applied in simulation process

Course Code Control System Engineering

C308 Course Outcomes

C308.1 Understand the basic concept  and study different types of system

C308.2
Understand the concept of transient response analysis and will apply in numerical 

methods

C308.3 To knowledge of Industrial controllers and basic control actions of system

C308.4
Understand the concept of frequency response analysis method and use bode plot 

diagram in solving analytical problems

Course Code Theory of Machines-II

C309 Course Outcomes

C309.1 To understand static force analysis and hydrodynamic lubrication

C309.2 Knowledge of analysis dynamic force analysis problem

C309.3 To apply knowledge of space mechanism and vehical dynamics

C309.4 To understand the concept of vibrations

C309.5 To understand the tortional vibrations

C309.6 To rember and understand balancing

Course Code Communication Skill

C310 Course Outcomes

C310.1 Able to use language accurately fluently and appropriately

C310.2 Show their skills of listening understanding and interpreating 

C310.3 Write project report, reviews resumes

C310.4 able to expresss their ideas relevant to given topics

C310.5 Exhibit skill of interview debeating and discussion

C310.6

Developing confidence smartness and outword skills as a techo-

managerpossessing both the qualities i.e. professional and soft skills of 

communication

Course Code Machine design and drawing-II

C401 Course Outcomes



C401.1 To remember and understand key, shaft, coupling for industrial applications

C401.2 To design and analyze bearings

C401.3 To apply, evaluate and select types of drives

C401.4 To understand, design and analyze I.C. engines parts and governors

Course Code Energy Conversion-II

C402 Course Outcomes

C402.1 Remembering the applications of various energy conversion machines

C402.2
Understanding the working of machine like compressors, refrigerators, Air 

conditioners

C402.3
Applying technical knowledge to choose appropriate energy conversion device for 

specific applications

C402.4 To analyze nuclear and renewable energy scenario in India

C402.5
To evaluate the performance of various machine like compressors, refrigerator

Course Code
Industrial Management and costing

C403 Course Outcomes

C403.1 Understand the functions of management and setup of organization structure

C403.2 Understand and demonstrate marketing and human resource management skills

C403.3 Demonstrate the knowledge of materials management and inventory control

C403.4 Exhibits the knowledge of cost estimation costing, financial management

Course Code
Automation Engineering

C404 Course Outcomes

C404.1
Concept of automation and its importance to industry and society automated flow 

line, line balancing

C404.2 Create the skill of NC/CNCprograms

C404.3 Apply to develop the working model of robots

C404.4 Understand the concept of GT and its applications in FMS

C404.5 Apply the concept of CAPP and its application in FMS

C404.6 Fundamentals of CIM components of CIM and automation in inspection

Course Code Non Conventional Energy Sources

C405 Course Outcomes



C405.1 Create Awareness about NCES

C405.2 Acquire the depth knowledge of NCES

C405.3 Understand the construction and performance of NCES

C405.4 Develop and utilize NCES

C405.5 Analyze the systems performance by using renewable Energies

C405.6 Evaluate conversion efficiency of renewable energies

Course Code
 Tool Engineering

C406 Course Outcomes

C406.1
Apply the basic machine concept for tool life improvement during machining 

operation

C406.2
Design the various cutting tools and analyze the various cutting operations from 

tool design point

C406.3
Evaluate the need for implementation of mass production tools like jigs, fixtures, 

press tools

C406.4 Remember and apply the various concepts in location and clamping in industry

C406.5 Understand and remember working of various types of press tools

C406.6 Improve productivity through knowledge of tool design

Course Code Internal Combustion Engines

C407 Course Outcomes

C407.1
Remembering type of engine, fuels, pollutants  and its effect on human health

C407.2
Understanding working of various types of engines and its compatibility with 

fuels 

C407.3 Applying technical knowledge to curb vehicular pollution

C407.4
To analyze various factors governing combustion phenomenon in engines

C407.5
To evaluate the performance of engines under various operating conditions

C407.6
To create the framework for evaluating the performance of engine

Course Code Operation Research Techniques

C408 Course Outcomes

C408.1

Students will exhibits the basic knowledge of science, mathematics and 

engineering to formulate the real life situations into the OR problems and 

formulate OR models.

C408.2

Students will be able to formulate LPP from the situations from production 

engineering and solve these LPPs for implementing the decisions.



C408.3

Students will be able to formulate Transportation, Assignment, Sequencing, 

Queuing. Replacement problems and solve these problems by using the iterative 

methods.

C408.4

Students will be able to formulate Network models for the projects and understand 

the use of network techniques- PERT and CPM for planning, scheduling and 

controlling of the projects.

C408.5
Students will understand the concept of Simulation and how to use Monte Carlo 

simulation for various OR problems.

C408.6

Students will understand the concept of dynamic programming and how to solve 

dynamic programming problems.

C408.7

Students will be able to transfer abstract or theoretical ideas to practical situations 

and apply their engineering knowledge to analyze the problems and evaluate the 

better alternatives.

Course Code Automobile Engineering

C409 Course Outcomes

C409.1 Understand the basics of Automobile and its component

C409.2 Identify the different parts of automobile

C409.3 Explain the working of various parts

C409.4 Describe how the steering suspension system operates

C409.5
Understand the environmental implications of Automobile engineering system 

operates

C409.6 understand the future development in automobile Industry

Course Code
Production Planning and Control

C410 Course Outcomes

C410.1 Importance of PPC its functions, Advantages

C410.2 Calculations of sales forecasts using various forecasting methods

C410.3 Criteria of batch size determination

C410.4
Concept of machine capacity loading of machines and man machine activity 

charts.

C410.5 Concept of inventory control and its systems

C410.6 Modern techniques/Philosophies of management like CIM,JIT,MRP

Course Code
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning

C411 Course Outcomes

C411.1 Understand basic concept of refrigeration process and VCR cycle

C411.2 Understand compound compression and multi-evaporation system



C411.3 Apply the knowledge of refrigeration components and controls

C411.4 Apply the concept of Psychrometry and air conditioning system

Course Code
Robotics

C412 Course Outcomes

C412.1 Understand the concept of robotics describe the robot anatomy

C412.2 Demonstrate the knowledge of end effector and its types

C412.3 Understand the concept of kinematics of robot and sensors

C412.4 Remember the concept of robot programming

C412.5 Apply the Knowledge of application of robot

C412.6 Evaluate the analytical problems for selection of robots

Course Code
Project & Seminar

C413 Course Outcomes

C413.1
Apply the knowledge of engineering fundamentals for the solution of engineering 

problems

C413.2
Ability to identify,formulat and analyse engineering problems using basic 

engeneering sciences and moder tools

C413.3 To acquire knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, legal issues

C413.4 Demonstrate knowledge for sustainable development using ethical practice

C413.5 Develop ability to work as a leader and as a member of multi desiplinary

C413.6 Ability to manage project and finance



Course Code
Engineering Mathematics I 

C101 Course Outcomes

C101.1
Learners will be able to identify algebraic problems  and its applications for 

practical areas.

C101.2
Students will be capable to use derivatives to approximate a continuous function 

into a polynomial.

C101.3

Students will be able to extend the basic ideas of the calculus of functions of 

single variables to functions of several variables and concept of homogeneous 

function and its application.

C101.4 Learners will be able to find crucial  roots of complex numbers.

Course Code
Engineering Physics 

C102 Course Outcomes

C102.1
The students will be able to classify the solids on the basis of their energy band 

diagrams.  . 

C102.2
The students will be able to apply the concepts and knowledge of Compton 

scattering, LASER and de-Broglie’s matter waves and their applications.

C102.3
They will be able to apply fundamental knowledge of electric and magnetic fields 

in particular applications 

C102.4

The students will be able to apply the concepts and fundamentals of interference 

of light to investigate wavelength of monochromatic light and refractive index of 

transparent liquids.

C102.5
The students will get an insight of an optical fibre and propagation of light 

through an optical fibre

C102.6 The students will be able to design acoustically good hall.  

Course Code
Engineering Mechanics 

C103 Course Outcomes

C103.1
The students will be able to apply the basic principles of mechanics to define 

structural models and solve wide range of engineering problems.

C103.2
The students will develop an ability to design and conduct mechanics 

experiments. 

C103.3
The students will be able to analyze and interpret experimental and computational 

mechanics data.

Prof. Ram Meghe Institute of Technology & Research, Badnera
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C103.4

The students will understand the fundamentals that will enable the appropriate use 

and development of techniques, skills and modern engineering tools necessary for 

engineering practice. 

C103.5
The students will be able to solve the professional and ethical responsibilities with 

effective communication.

C103.6
The students will gain the confidence and ability to integrate the above outcomes 

for turning in an entrepreneur.

Course Code
Engineering Drawing 

C104 Course Outcomes

C104.1
The students will gain the knowledge of the various practice standards in 

Engineering Drawing.

C104.2 The students will be able to read and understand the technical drawing.

C104.3
The students will be able to construct machine parts as a application of 

engineering drawing.

C104.4
The students will be able to construct the projections of objects and isometric 

views. 

C104.5 The student will have a good hand on free hand sketches in technical aspects.

C104.6 The students will develop an ability  to handle drawing instruments.

Course Code
Workshop-I 

C105 Course Outcomes

C105.1 Students will be able to –

C105.2
Design and Model various prototypes in the Smity such as making various profile 

shape.

C105.3 Design and Model various prototypes in Fitting such as Straight Fit, and V fit.

C105.4
Design and Model various prototypes in Fitting such as filing hack saw cutting, 

drilling and tapping.

C105.5 Design the metal joining with the help of internal and external threading. 

C105.6
Understand in the foundry such as as and molding, patterns , types of molding 

sands.

Course Code
Engineering Mathematics II 

C106 Course Outcomes

C106.1
Learner will be able to handle conveniently many complicated expressions, which 

occur in electrical and mechanical systems by expressing them in a matrix form.



C106.2

In many physical phenomenon like vibration of string, electromagnetic field 

theory are periodic, learner will be able to discuss the representation and periodic 

functions as an infinite series.

C106.3
Learner will be able to demonstrate the knowledge of vector algebra and carry out 

mathematical operations with scalar and vector quantities. 

C106.4
Learner will be able to obtain formula for areas and volumes of triangles, spheres, 

cones and  to grace the basics of complex integration.

C106.5
Leaner will be able to calculate the volume of three dimensional shapes and 

average value of a function over region.

C106.6 They will be able to trace the curves from the given equation of the curves.

Course Code
Engineering Chemistry  

C107 Course Outcomes

C107.1

The student will be able to apply the knowledge of soft and hard water for 

domestic, industrial, engineering material and chemical processes, and technology 

involved in water softening methods such as lime- Soda, Zeolite and Ion exchange 

method.

C107.2
The student will gain the knowledge about corrosion and will be able to apply for 

the prevention of metals by various techniques.

C107.3

The student will gain the knowledge about raw materials, compositions, types and 

properties of portland cement and techniques involved in the manufacturing 

process.

C107.4

The student will gain the knowledge of fossil fuels and use of fuel in automobile 

industrial applications such as I.C engine and Diesel engine and. Also the 

techniques in manufacturing of synthetic fuels (Cracking process).

C107.5

The student will gain the knowledge about polymer and rubber by studying 

structure, composition, synthetic techniques, properties and process of 

vulcanization and its importance etc.

C107.6
The students will get the knowledge of basics of environment and its structure 

required for sustainable development and environmental 

Course Outcomes Computer Programming 

C108

C108.1 The students will be able to understand working of computer system.



C108.2 The students will be able to design and use appropriate algorithms.

C108.3
The students will be able to design, implement and test various programs in C-

language involving multiple test files

C108.4
The students will be able to process large amount of data, facilitate efficient 

storing, accessing and manipulation of data items.

C108.5

 The students will gain the knowledge about pointers which supports the dynamic 

memory management, reduce length and complexity of program and reduce the 

program execution time.

C108.6
The student will be able to design a structure that helps to organize complex data 

in meaningful way.

Course Code
Electrical Engineering 

C109 Course Outcomes

C109.1
Students will gain the fundamental knowledge of D.C circuits, Network  theorems 

& their applications. 

C109.2
Students will get basics of magnetic properties and their applications in the real 

world

C109.3
Students will be able to understand about A.C. circuits, behavior of various 

electrical components in A.C.

C109.4
Students will be able to understand the importance of three phase circuit over 

single phase

C109.5 Students will be able gain knowledge about various motors and transformer 

C109.6
Students will know about different measuring instruments, safety devices and 

earthing with their applications.

Course Code
Workshop-II

C110 Course Outcomes

C110.1 Students will be able to –
C110.2 Understand applications of hand tools and power tools.

C110.3 Select the appropriate tools required for specific operation.

C110.4 Comprehend the safety measures required to be taken while using the tools.

C110.5 Design various profile shape with metal sheet.

C110.6
Design and model various prototypes in the carpentry trade such as Cross lap 

joint, Dove tail joint.

Course Code
Mathematics-III

201 Course Outcomes

C201.1
Demonstrate the knowledge to solve ordinary Linear  Differential equations with 

constant coefficient 



C201.2 To Define the Laplace transform and its inverse  transform for the basic functions. 

C201.3
Apply False Position, Newton Raphson method to solve nonlinear & polynomial 

equations 

C201.4
Define Gradient, divergent and curl of vector point  functions. Finds the 

directional derivatives of scalar  point functions. 

Course Code Mechanics of Material

202 Course Outcomes

C202.1 Basic concept and applications of verious  tests to identify material properties

C202.2 Gaining the knowledge of materials

C202.3 Study different types of load considerastions 

C202.4 Develop and evaluate alternatives for mechanical systems

C202.5 Develop ability to analyse design and material selection

Course Code Fluid Power - I

203 Course Outcomes

C203.1 Knowledge of fluid & its characterstics 

C203.2 Application of fluid laws

C203.3 Estimation of process performance

C203.4 Knowlede and application of real life fluid problems

C203.5 Design of fluid system 

C203.6 Prediction of behaviour of fluid system

Course Code Engineering Thermodynamic

204 Course Outcomes

C204.1
Understand the basic concept of thermodynamics such as systems, properties and 

state.

C204.2 Apply first law of thermodynamic

C204.3 Apply second law of thermodynamic and understand concept of entropy

C204.4 Understand the concept of air standerd cycles.

Course Code Manufactring Process-I

205 Course Outcomes

C205.1 understand the basic concept of foundry process and related activities

C205.2
understand the concept of complete sand casting process with advance casting 

methods

C205.3 uderstand the fundamentals of welding process

C205.4
understand verious processes like electroplating, anodizing etc and its improtance 

in industry



Course Code
Basic Electrical Drives and Control

206 Course Outcomes

C206.1 Study of workingof Electrical drives and its components

C206.2 Understand basics of DC motor and its characterstics

C206.3 Studythw workingAC motor, Induction motor, concept of braking.

C206.4 Study of different speed control methods of A.C. and D.C. motors

C206.5 Study, design of transducers and its applications

C206.6 Study of Industrial Applications of different drives

Course Code Engineering Metallurgy

207 Course Outcomes

C207.1 Understand the concept of metals and its physical and metallurgical properties

C207.2 Understand concept of steels alloy steels cast irons and non ferrous alloys

C207.3 Demonstrate the knowledge of verious heat treatment of metals

C207.4
Demonstrate the knowledge of applications of steels, cast irons, nonferrous alloys, 

mechanical properties of metals in industries

Course Code Energy Conversion- I

208 Course Outcomes

C208.1
Understaand the concept of pure substance, properties of steam and its behaviour 

during various thermodynamic process.

C208.2
Understand working of powerplant, analyze & remember working of different 

boilers,Safety mountings, control mountings & acessories.

C208.3 Analyze flow of steam through nozzles & diffusers

C208.4

Evaluate the power developed by different turbines with steam as working fluid 

by different turbines with steam as working fluid by graphical & analytical 

method

C208.5
Understand construction & working of different types of condensers & cooling 

towers

Course Code Manufactring Process-II

209 Course Outcomes

C209.1
Understand the basic concept of metal cutting and various manufacturing 

processes



C209.2
Demonstrate the knowledge of lathe, drilling, boring, milling and gear production 

machines

C209.3 Understand the verious unconventional machining processes

C209.4 Apply the knowledge of actual machining 

Course Code
Machine Design and Drawing -I

210 Course Outcomes

C210.1
Student will be able to demonstrate the techniques of sactioning and visualising 

the objects

C210.2
Student will be able to develop machine component surfaces in order to fabricate 

them

C210.3 Considerations to design different machine components

C210.4
Student will be able to duplicate the design procudure for designing different 

mechanical joints

C210.5
Student will articulate the machine design procedure for developing the project 

work

C210.6 Student will develop self confidence as a mechanical engineer for Industry

Course Code
Production Technology

C301 Course Outcomes

C301.1 Knowledge of quality and quality management 

C301.2 Application of statistical quality control tools

C301.3 Estimation of process capability

C301.4 Knowlede and application of work study techniques

C301.5 Design of inspection gauges

C301.6 Use of various inspection instruments

Course Code Heat Transfer

C302 Course Outcomes

C302.1 Knowledge of steady state conduction

C302.2 Applications of conduction convection systems

C302.3 Understanding of rdiactive systems

C302.4 Estimation of forced convection heat transfer

C302.5 Knowledge of free convection and condensation and boiling

C302.6 Heat exchangers calculations and heat pipes

Course Code Measurment System

C303 Course Outcomes

C303.1
Exhibit the concept of measurment system and to know its importance in 

industries

C303.2 Ability to measure various parameters like presure flow, speed, vibrations etc



C303.3 Ability to use verious measuring instruments

C303.4 Exhibit process approach of engineering and will confident in industry 

C303.5 Demonstrate good skills in project work

Course Code Theory of Machines-I 

C304 Course Outcomes

C304.1 To understand the concept and its application of link, mechanism and machines

C304.2
To analyse the mechanism and machines on the basis of velocity and accelaration 

method

C304.3 To apply the use of synthesis of mechanism

C304.4 To evaluate and understand brake cluth dynometer gear train etc

C304.5 To create and evaluate of minimum projection

Course Code Computer Software Applications I Lab

C305 Course Outcomes

C305.1 Student will able to understand  and memorize the basics of DBMS

C305.2 Student will develop an ability to develop design of relational database

C305.3 Student will command over the MYSQL and perform relational algebra operation 

C305.4 Student will articulate the simulation language and simulation packages

C305.5 Student will demonstrate the steps applied in simulation process

Course Code Fluid Power - II

C306 Course Outcomes

C306.1 Basic concept of prime movers

C306.2 Power produced with hydraulic machine

C306.3 Design of power conservation and devices

C306.4 Design hydraulic machine with high frequecy

C306.5 Understand conceptof hydrostatic and hydrokinetic system

Course Code Computer Software Applications 

C307 Course Outcomes

C307.1 Student will able to understand  and memorize the basics of DBMS

C307.2 Student will develop an ability to develop design of relational database



C307.3 Student will command over the MYSQL and perform relational algebra operation 

C307.4 Student will articulate the simulation language and simulation packages

C307.5 Student will demonstrate the steps applied in simulation process

Course Code Control System Engineering

C308 Course Outcomes

C308.1 Understand the basic concept  and study different types of system

C308.2
Understand the concept of transient response analysis and will apply in numerical 

methods

C308.3 To knowledge of Industrial controllers and basic control actions of system

C308.4
Understand the concept of frequency response analysis method and use bode plot 

diagram in solving analytical problems

Course Code Theory of Machines-II

C309 Course Outcomes

C309.1 To understand static force analysis and hydrodynamic lubrication

C309.2 Knowledge of analysis dynamic force analysis problem

C309.3 To apply knowledge of space mechanism and vehical dynamics

C309.4 To understand the concept of vibrations

C309.5 To understand the tortional vibrations

C309.6 To rember and understand balancing

Course Code Communication Skill

C310 Course Outcomes

C310.1 Able to use language accurately fluently and appropriately

C310.2 Show their skills of listening understanding and interpreating 

C310.3 Write project report, reviews resumes

C310.4 able to expresss their ideas relevant to given topics

C310.5 Exhibit skill of interview debeating and discussion

C310.6

Developing confidence smartness and outword skills as a techo-

managerpossessing both the qualities i.e. professional and soft skills of 

communication

Course Code Machine design and drawing-II

C401 Course Outcomes



C401.1 To remember and understand key, shaft, coupling for industrial applications

C401.2 To design and analyze bearings

C401.3 To apply, evaluate and select types of drives

C401.4 To understand, design and analyze I.C. engines parts and governors

Course Code Energy Conversion-II

C402 Course Outcomes

C402.1 Remembering the applications of various energy conversion machines

C402.2
Understanding the working of machine like compressors, refrigerators, Air 

conditioners

C402.3
Applying technical knowledge to choose appropriate energy conversion device for 

specific applications

C402.4 To analyze nuclear and renewable energy scenario in India

C402.5
To evaluate the performance of various machine like compressors, refrigerator

Course Code
Industrial Management and costing

C403 Course Outcomes

C403.1 Understand the functions of management and setup of organization structure

C403.2 Understand and demonstrate marketing and human resource management skills

C403.3 Demonstrate the knowledge of materials management and inventory control

C403.4 Exhibits the knowledge of cost estimation costing, financial management

Course Code
Automation Engineering

C404 Course Outcomes

C404.1
Concept of automation and its importance to industry and society automated flow 

line, line balancing

C404.2 Create the skill of NC/CNCprograms

C404.3 Apply to develop the working model of robots

C404.4 Understand the concept of GT and its applications in FMS

C404.5 Apply the concept of CAPP and its application in FMS

C404.6 Fundamentals of CIM components of CIM and automation in inspection

Course Code Non Conventional Energy Sources

C405 Course Outcomes



C405.1 Create Awareness about NCES

C405.2 Acquire the depth knowledge of NCES

C405.3 Understand the construction and performance of NCES

C405.4 Develop and utilize NCES

C405.5 Analyze the systems performance by using renewable Energies

C405.6 Evaluate conversion efficiency of renewable energies

Course Code
 Tool Engineering

C406 Course Outcomes

C406.1
Apply the basic machine concept for tool life improvement during machining 

operation

C406.2
Design the various cutting tools and analyze the various cutting operations from 

tool design point

C406.3
Evaluate the need for implementation of mass production tools like jigs, fixtures, 

press tools

C406.4 Remember and apply the various concepts in location and clamping in industry

C406.5 Understand and remember working of various types of press tools

C406.6 Improve productivity through knowledge of tool design

Course Code Internal Combustion Engines

C407 Course Outcomes

C407.1
Remembering type of engine, fuels, pollutants  and its effect on human health

C407.2
Understanding working of various types of engines and its compatibility with 

fuels 

C407.3 Applying technical knowledge to curb vehicular pollution

C407.4
To analyze various factors governing combustion phenomenon in engines

C407.5
To evaluate the performance of engines under various operating conditions

C407.6
To create the framework for evaluating the performance of engine

Course Code Operation Research Techniques

C408 Course Outcomes

C408.1

Students will exhibits the basic knowledge of science, mathematics and 

engineering to formulate the real life situations into the OR problems and 

formulate OR models.

C408.2

Students will be able to formulate LPP from the situations from production 

engineering and solve these LPPs for implementing the decisions.



C408.3

Students will be able to formulate Transportation, Assignment, Sequencing, 

Queuing. Replacement problems and solve these problems by using the iterative 

methods.

C408.4

Students will be able to formulate Network models for the projects and understand 

the use of network techniques- PERT and CPM for planning, scheduling and 

controlling of the projects.

C408.5
Students will understand the concept of Simulation and how to use Monte Carlo 

simulation for various OR problems.

C408.6

Students will understand the concept of dynamic programming and how to solve 

dynamic programming problems.

C408.7

Students will be able to transfer abstract or theoretical ideas to practical situations 

and apply their engineering knowledge to analyze the problems and evaluate the 

better alternatives.

Course Code Automobile Engineering

C409 Course Outcomes

C409.1 Understand the basics of Automobile and its component

C409.2 Identify the different parts of automobile

C409.3 Explain the working of various parts

C409.4 Describe how the steering suspension system operates

C409.5
Understand the environmental implications of Automobile engineering system 

operates

C409.6 understand the future development in automobile Industry

Course Code
Production Planning and Control

C410 Course Outcomes

C410.1 Importance of PPC its functions, Advantages

C410.2 Calculations of sales forecasts using various forecasting methods

C410.3 Criteria of batch size determination

C410.4
Concept of machine capacity loading of machines and man machine activity 

charts.

C410.5 Concept of inventory control and its systems

C410.6 Modern techniques/Philosophies of management like CIM,JIT,MRP

Course Code
Refrigeration and Air Conditioning

C411 Course Outcomes

C411.1 Understand basic concept of refrigeration process and VCR cycle

C411.2 Understand compound compression and multi-evaporation system



C411.3 Apply the knowledge of refrigeration components and controls

C411.4 Apply the concept of Psychrometry and air conditioning system

Course Code
Robotics

C412 Course Outcomes

C412.1 Understand the concept of robotics describe the robot anatomy

C412.2 Demonstrate the knowledge of end effector and its types

C412.3 Understand the concept of kinematics of robot and sensors

C412.4 Remember the concept of robot programming

C412.5 Apply the Knowledge of application of robot

C412.6 Evaluate the analytical problems for selection of robots

Course Code
Project & Seminar

C413 Course Outcomes

C413.1
Apply the knowledge of engineering fundamentals for the solution of engineering 

problems

C413.2
Ability to identify,formulat and analyse engineering problems using basic 

engeneering sciences and moder tools

C413.3 To acquire knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, legal issues

C413.4 Demonstrate knowledge for sustainable development using ethical practice

C413.5 Develop ability to work as a leader and as a member of multi desiplinary

C413.6 Ability to manage project and finance



Semester Name of Subject
Code of 

Subject
CO number Course Outcome

1Year 

Group A 

Engineering 

Mathematics I 19COF101 19COF101.1

Make use of derivatives of a continuous function into a 

polynomial and solve indeterminate forms.

19COF101.2

Extend the basic ideas of the calculus of functions of single 

variables to functions of several variables and its concept.

19COF101.3 Compare real and imaginary equations and evaluate it.

19COF101.4

Solve certain types of differential equations and utilize it for 

engineering problems of electronics, electrical circuit.

19COF101.5 Determine infinite series and their convergence and divergence.

Engineering 

Physics 19COF102 19COF102.1

 The students will be able to classify semiconductors and explain 

the working of diodes using  band theory of solids.

19COF102.2

 The students will be able to apply the knowledge of Quantum 

physics, Compton scattering, de-Broglie's matter waves, 

Heisenbergs Uncertainty Principle. 

19COF102.3

 The students will be able to utilize  knowledge of electric and 

magnetic fields in mass spectrograph and cathode ray 

oscilloscope.

19COF102.4

 The students will be able to understand and utilize the 

knowledge of interference & diffraction of light, optical fibers 

and lasers.

19COF102.5

 The students will make use of the knowledge of fluid dynamics , 

ultrasonic waves and acoustics in various applications. 

19COF102.6

 The students will be able to develope experimental skills and 

identify the appropriate application of particular experiment.            

Engineering 

Mechanics 19COF 103 19COF 103.1 Organize and solve the forces along with its effect.

19COF 103.2

Apply principles of statics to the system of rigid bodies to solve 

simple structures.

19COF 103.3

Determine frictional forces for simple contacts, wedges and in 

coil friction.

19COF 103.4 Evaluate centroid & moment of inertia for 2-D structures.

19COF 103.5 Utilise the kinematic and kinetic equations.

19COF 103.6

Elaborate the concepts related to engineering mechanics, 

determine the lifting machine parameters and prove it 

graphically.

COMPUTER 

PROGRAMMING 19COF104

19COF l 04.1 Explain the fundamental of computer and computing concepts.
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19COF l 04.2 Discuss the fundamental of C language.

19COF l 04.3 Illustrate the use of operators, expression and input-output

operations.  

19COF l 04.4 Explain conditional branching, iteration and jumping statement.  

19COF l 04.5 Design functions, pointer, array & structures, use of string & file

concepts.

19COF l 04.6 Apply programming concepts to solve real life programming

problems.

Workshop Practice 

1A5 19COF105 19COF105.1

Upon completion of this course, the students will be able to                     

Expain and Demonstrate  different manufacturing processes 

which are commonly appyled  in industry.

19COF105.2

 How to devlop the components using various manufacturing 

techniques. 

19COF105.3 Analyze dimensional accuracy and match tolerances.

19COF105.4

Design and will model of various prototypes in the Smity such as 

forming square/ hexagonal head bolt and hook.

19COF105.5

Create different Jobs in Fitting such as filing hack saw cutting, 

drilling and tapping.

19COF105.6

Applying knowledge of  foundry suchs as and molding, patterns , 

types of molding sands.

1
st
 Year 

Group B Mathematics II 19COF l 06 19COF l 06.1 Make use of system of equations in matrix forms.

19COF l 06.2 Find the periodic functions as an infinite series.

19COF l 06.3

Solve integral by Beta, Gamma functions and reduction 

formulae.

19COF l 06.4

Construct a curve from equation and apply differentiation under 

integral sign.

19COF l 06.5 Evaluate double integral, triple integral and its applications.

Engineering 

Chemistry 19COF107 19COF107.1

Describe properties of hard water, its disadvantages and various 

softening processes of water use for generation of steam.

19COF107.2

Identify various types of corrosion, mechanism and control 

methods to protect metal and explain energy storage system and 

its applications.

19COF107.3

Apply the knowledge of useful engineering materials such as 

cement, lubricant, industrial and polymeric materials.

19COF107.4

Apply the knowledge of properties of chemical fuel based on 

analysis and numerical data.

19COF107.5

Identify the various phases of system and complex compound by 

using thermodynamic variables and describe various 

spectrophotometric technique.

19COF107.6

Determine the properties of useful engineering materials such as 

water, chemical fuel, lubricant based on laboratory technique.



Basic Electrical 

Engineering 19COF10 19COF108.1

Find basic parameters of DC circuits like voltage, currents and 

resistance using theorems and transformation techniques.

19COF108.2

Explain the different properties of electromagnets and 

phenomenon of electromagnetic induction in magnetic circuits.

19COF108.3

Utilize the different terms of AC so as to build series and 

parallel AC circuits. 

19COF108.4

Simplify three phase system using star and delta connection to 

balance three phase load in high voltage applications.

19COF108.5

Compare types and characteristics of Transformers as well as 

DC motors to decide their exact field of applications.

19COF108.6

Discuss about the use of measuring instruments and safety 

precautions so as to operate electrical equipments and 

experimental kits in real time applications.

Engineering 

Graphics 19COF109 19COF109. 1

Make use of the drawing instruments effectively to dimension 

the given figures.

19COF109. 2 Explain the methods of projection.

19COF109. 3

Define the sectional views of solids such as Prism, Pyramid, 

Cone, Cylinder & Cube.

19COF109. 4 Identify the pictorial views of the object.

19COF109. 5 Construct isometric scale, isometric projection & views.

19COF109. 6

Develop the lateral surfaces of primitive solids by using CAD 

Software. 

English 

Communication 

Skill Lab 19COF110 19COF110.1

Recall the fundamental concepts of English language for 

communication purpose. 

19COF110.2 Demonstrate their ability to discuss in English language. 

19COF110.3 Develop their communication skills through group discussion.

19COF110.4

Simplify their presentation skill through reading comprehension 

and extempore.

19COF110.5

Find effective textual contents for improved communication 

through story and article writing.

19COF110.6

Elaborate effective ways for healthy conversation to make their 

point of views clear to the listeners. 

3 MIII CO201
CO201.1

Make use of various methods to solve linear differential 

equation.

CO201.2
Evaluate Laplace Transform by making use of properties and 

differential equation by Laplace transform method.

CO201.3
Identify and solve partial differential equation of first order and 

to apply Empirical laws to given data from observation 

connecting to two variables.

CO201.4  Determine analytic function, Taylor and Laurent’s series.



CO201.5
 Solve polynomial equations, system of linear equations and 

differential equation by different method.

CO201.6
Apply the knowledge of vector calculus to solve physical 

problem

CO201

Mechanics of 

Material
CO202 CO202.1

Understand the knowledge of basic concepts of mechanics.

CO202.2
Understand the fundamentals of various stresses and strains.

CO202.3 Apply the various tests to identify the material properties.

CO202.4

Analyze to find the optimum solutions for the various 

engineering problems after gaining the knowledge of mechanics.

Fluid Power -I CO203 C203.1 Knowledge of fluid & its characterstics 

C203.2 Application of fluid laws

C203.3 Estimation of process performance

C203.4 Knowlede and application of real life fluid problems

C203.5
Design of fluid system & Prediction of behaviour  of fluid 

system

C203.6 To study & demonstrate the techniques of various fluid flow 

Enineering 

Thermodynamics
CO204 CO204.1

Understand the basic concepts of Thermodynamics such as 

system, properties and state

CO204.2 Apply first law of thermodynamics

CO204.3 Apply second law of thermodynamics

CO204.4 Understand concept of air standad cycles

CO204

Manufacturing 

Process -I
CO205 CO205.1

understand the basic concept of foundry process and related 

activities

CO205.2
understand the concept of complete sand casting process with 

advance casting methods

CO205.3 uderstand the fundamentals of welding process

CO205.4
understand verious processes like electroplating, anodizing etc 

and its improtance in industry

CO205.5
understand, apply and demonstrate basics of casting, foundary & 

welding processes

4

Basic Electric 

Drives and Control

CO206 CO206.1 Understand the working of electrical drives and their 

components

CO206.2
Understand the basics of DC motors and their characteristics

CO206.3
Understand the working of AC motors, induction motors and 

concept of braking

CO206.4
Understand the different speed control methods of A.C. and D.C. 

motors



CO206.5  Understand the design of transducers and their applications and  

the industrial applications of different drives

CO206.6
 Understand and demonstrate electric drives, their working with 

various transducers and controls

Engineering 

Metallurgy 
CO207 CO207.1

Understand the concept of metals and its physical and 

metallurgical properties

CO207.2
Understand concept of steels alloy steels cast irons and non 

ferrous alloys

CO207.3 Demonstrate the knowledge of verious heat treatment of metals

CO207.4
Demonstrate the knowledge of applications of steels, cast irons, 

nonferrous alloys, mechanical properties of metals in industries

CO207.5
Demonstrsaste the knowledge of identifying the micro 

sttructures of various ferrous & non-ferrous metals

Energy Conversion-

I CO208

CO208.1
Understaand the concept of pure substance, properties of steam 

and its behaviour during various thermodynamic process.

CO208.2

Understand working of powerplant, analyze & remember 

working of different boilers,Safety mountings, control 

mountings & acessories.

CO208.3 Analyze flow of steam through nozzles & diffusers

CO208.4

Evaluate the power developed by different turbines with steam 

as working fluid by different turbines with steam as working 

fluid by graphical & analytical method

CO208.5
Understand construction & working of different types of 

condensers & cooling towers

CO208.6

study the concepts & acquire knowledge of various components 

in steampower plant like bioler, mountings ,accessories 

,condensors, turbines

Manufacturing 

Processes -II
CO209 CO209.1

Understand the basic concept of metal cutting and various 

manufacturing processes

CO209.2 Demonstrate the knowledge of lathe and its various operations

CO209.3
Demonstrate the knowledge of drilling, boring, milling and gear 

production machines

CO209.4
understand the working and knowledge of coventional machine 

like slotter, plainner, grinder and shapper machines.

CO209.5 Understand the various unconventional machining processes

CO209.6
Demonstrate the operations on lathe machines, plainner, shapper 

,grinding, drilliing and milling machines.

MDD-I CO210 CO210.1
Student will be able to demonstrate the techniques of sactioning 

and visualising the objects



CO210.2
Student will be able to develop machine component surfaces in 

order to fabricate them

CO210.3 Considerations to design different machine components

CO210.4
Student will be able to duplicate the design procudure for 

designing different mechanical joints

5

Production 

Technology CO301
CO301.1 Knowledge of quality and quality management 

CO301.2 Application of statistical quality control tools

CO301.3 Estimation of process capability

CO301.4 Knowlede and application of work study techniques

CO301.5 Design of inspection gauges

CO301.6 Use of various inspection instruments

HT CO302 CO302.1
Apply the concept of heat transfer, laws of heat transfer and 

various mathematical equations

CO302.2
Demonstrate the knowledge of determining the thermal 

conductivity of various materials

CO302.3 Understanding and verifying various laws of radiation

CO302.4 Estimation of Forced and Free convection

CO302.5
Capable to explain the concept of heat exchanger and 

demonstrate the calculations of efficiency

MS CO303 CO303.1
Exhibit the concept of measurment system and to know its 

importance in industries

CO303.2
Ability to measure various parameters like presure flow, speed, 

vibrations etc

CO303.3 Ability to use verious measuring instruments

CO303.4
Exhibit process approach of engineering and will confident in 

industry 

CO303.5 Demonstrate good skills in project work

TOM-I CO304 CO304.1
To understand the concept and its application of link, mechanism 

and machines

CO304.2
To analyse the mechanism and machines on the basis of velocity 

and accelaration method

CO304.3 To apply the use of synthesis of mechanism

CO304.4 To evaluate and understand brake cluth dynometer gear train etc

CO304.5 To create and evaluate of minimum projection

CO304.6

Design linkage, cam and gear mechanisms for a given motion or 

a given input/output motion or force relationship, identify the 

basic relations between velocity & acceleration and use 

graphical and analytic methods to study the motions of various 

mechanisms 

6

Computer Software 

Applications I Lab
CO305 CO305.1

Student will be able to understand and use the basic commands 

of drafting package

CO305.2
Student will be able to understand 2D and 3D commands and 

develop a model in any Modeling software



CO305.3
Student will be able to prepare assembly in any modeling 

software

CO305.4
Student will be able to model sheet metal component in 

modeling software

FP-II CO306 CO306.1 Understand basic concept of prime movers

CO306.2 Understand power produced with hydraulic machine

CO306.3 Design of power conservation and devices

CO306.4 Design hydraulic machine with high frequecy

CO306.5
Understand concept of hydrostatic and hydrokinetic system

CO306.6

Understand and apply the concept of prime movers, hydraulic 

machine,  pump and demonstrate prime movers and hydraulic 

pumps 

Computer Software 

Applications
CO307 CO307.1

Student will able to understand  and memorize the basics of 

DBMS

CO307.2
Student will develop an ability to develop design of relational 

database

CO307.3
Student will command over the MYSQL and perform relational 

algebra operation 

CO307.4
Student will articulate the simulation language and simulation 

packages

CO307.5 Student will demonstrate the steps applied in simulation process

Control System 

Engineering
CO312 CO308.1

Understand the basic concept  and study different types of 

system

CO308.2
Understand the concept of transient response analysis and will 

apply in numerical methods

CO308.3
To knowledge of Industrial controllers and basic control actions 

of system

CO308.4
Understand the concept of frequency response analysis method 

and use bode plot diagram in solving analytical problems

Theory of 

Machines-II
CO313

CO309.1

To understand static force analysis and hydrodynamic 

lubrication

CO309.2 Knowledge of analysis dynamic force analysis problem

CO309.3
To apply knowledge of space mechanism and vehicle dynamics

CO309.4
To understand the concept of vibrations and torsional vibration

CO309.5 To remember and understand balancing

CO309.6

Understand and apply knowledge of force analysis, space 

mechanism, vibrations and balancing of machinery

Comm. Skill CO314 CO310.1 Able to use language accurately fluently and appropriately

CO310.2 Show their skills of listening understanding and interpreating 

CO310.3 Write project report, reviews resumes



CO310.4 able to expresss their ideas relevant to given topics

CO310.5 Exhibit skill of interview debeating and discussion

CO310.6

Developing confidence smartness and outword skills as a techo-

managerpossessing both the qualities i.e. professional and soft 

skills of communication

7

Machine Design 

and Drawing-II
CO401 CO401.1

To remember and understand key, shaft, coupling for industrial 

applications

CO401.2 To design and analyze bearings

CO401.3 To apply, evaluate and select types of drives

CO401.4
To understand, design and analyze I.C. engines parts and 

governors

Energy Conversion-

II
CO402 CO402.1

Remembering the applications of various energy conversion 

machines

CO402.2
Understanding the working of machine like compressors, 

refrigerators, Air conditioners

CO402.3
Applying technical knowledge to choose appropriate energy 

conversion device for specific applications

CO402.4 To analyze nuclear and renewable energy scenario in India

CO402.5
To evaluate the performance of various machine like 

compressors, refrigerator

CO402.6

Undrstand, analyze applications of various energy conversion 

machines  like compressors, refrigerators, Air conditioners and 

evaluate the performance of various machine like compressors, 

refrigerator

CO402

 Industrial 

Management & 

Costing

CO403 CO403.1
Understand the functions of management and setup of 

organization structure

CO403.2
Understand and demonstrate marketing and human resource 

management skills

CO403.3
Demonstrate the knowledge of materials management and 

inventory control

CO403.4
Exhibits the knowledge of cost estimation costing, financial 

management

CO403

 Automation 

Engineering
CO404 CO404.1

Concept of automation and its importance to industry and 

society automated flow line, line balancing

CO404.2 Create the skill of NC/CNCprograms

CO404.3 Apply to develop the working model of robots

CO404.4 Understand the concept of GT and its applications in FMS

CO404.5
The concept of CAPP and its application in FMS, Fundamentals 

of CIM components of CIM and automation in inspection

CO404.6
Understand the application of Line balancing, CNC, Robot 

anotomy, Group Technology, CAPP, FMS AND CIM

CO404

NES CO405 CO405.1 Create awareness about NCES



CO405.2 Acquire the depth knowledge of NCES

CO405.3 Understand the construction and performance of NCES

CO405.4 Develop and utilize NCES 

CO405.5
Analyze the systems performance by using renewable Energies

CO405.6 Evaluate conversion efficiency of renewable energies

CO405

Tool Engineering CO406 CO406.1
Apply the basic machine concept for tool life improvement 

during machining operation

CO406.2
Design the various cutting tools and analyze the various cutting 

operations from tool design point

CO406.3
Evaluate the need for implementation of mass production tools 

like jigs, fixtures, press tools

CO406.4
Remember and apply the various concepts in location and 

clamping in industry

CO406.5
Understand and remember working of various types of press 

tools and Improve productivity through knowledge of tool design

CO406.6
Apply the basic machine concept for tool life improvement and 

Design the various cutting tools

IC engines
CO407 CO407.1

Remembering type of engine, cycle analysis and losses in 

engines

CO407.2
Understanding working of various types of engines and its 

compatibility with fuels 

CO407.3
To analyze various factors governing combustion phenomenon 

in engines

CO407.4
To evaluate the performance of engines under various operating 

conditions

CO407.5 Applying technical knowledge to curb vehicular pollution

CO407.6
To create the framework for evaluating the performance of 

engine

ORT CO408 CO408.1

Students will exhibits the basic knowledge of science, 

mathematics and engineering to formulate the real life situations 

into the OR problems and formulate OR models.

CO408.2

Students will be able to formulate LPP from the situations from 

production engineering and solve these LPPs for implementing 

the decisions.

CO408.3

Students will be able to formulate Transportation, Assignment, 

Sequencing, Queuing. Replacement problems and solve these 

problems by using the iterative methods.

CO408.4

Students will be able to formulate Network models for the 

projects and understand the use of network techniques- PERT 

and CPM for planning, scheduling and controlling of the 

projects.

CO408.5

Students will understand the concept of Simulation and how to 

use Monte Carlo simulation for various OR problems.



CO408.6

Students will be able to transfer abstract or therotical ideas to 

practical situations and apply their engineering khowledge to 

analyse the problems and evaluate the better alternatives.

Automobile 

Engineering
CO409 CO409.1 Understand the basics of Automobile and its component

CO409.2 Identify different parts of Automobile

CO409.3 Explain the working of various parts

CO409.4 Describe how the steering suspension system operates

CO409.5
Understand the environmenal implications of Automobile 

engineering system operations

CO409.6 Understand the future development in Automoile Industry

CO409

PPC CO410 CO410.1 Importance of PPC its functions, Advantages

CO410.2 Calculations of sales forecasts using various forecasting methods

CO410.3 Criteria of batch size determination

CO410.4
Concept of machine capacity loading of machines and man 

machine activity charts.

CO410.5 Concept of inventory control and its systems

CO410.6
Modern techniques/Philosophies of management like 

CIM,JIT,MRP

RAC
CO411 CO411.1

Understand basic concept of refrigeration process and VCR 

cycle

CO411.2
Understand compound compression and multi-evaporation 

system

CO411.3 Apply the knowledge of refrigeration components and controls

CO411.4 Apply the concept of Psychrometry and air conditioning system

CO411.5 Apply the concept of load calculation & Applied Psychrometry

CO411.6

Performance and evaulation of Conventional(VCRs,VARs)  & 

Non conventional refrigreation(Cascade,Vortex tube 

refrigeration)

Robotics
CO412 CO412.1 Understand the concept of robotics describe the robot anatomy

CO412.2 Demonstrate the knowledge of end effector and its types

CO412.3 Understand the concept of kinematics of robot and sensors

CO412.4 Remember the concept of robot programming

CO412.5 Apply the Knowledge of application of robot

CO412.6 Evaluate the analytical problems for selection of robots

Project & Seminar CO413 CO413.1
Apply the knowledge of engineering fundamentals for the 

solution of engineering problems

CO413.2
Ability to identify,formulat and analyse engineering problems 

using basic engeneering sciences and moder tools



CO413.3
To acquire knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, legal 

issues

CO413.4
Demonstrate knowledge for sustainable development using 

ethical practice

CO413.5
Develop ability to work as a leader and as a member of multi 

desiplinary

CO413.6 Ability to manage project and finance



Semester Subject Name
Course 

Code
COs code Course Outcomes

1Year 

Group A 

Engineering 

Mathematics I 19COF101 19COF101.1

Make use of derivatives of a continuous function into a 

polynomial and solve indeterminate forms.

19COF101.2

Extend the basic ideas of the calculus of functions of single 

variables to functions of several variables and its concept.

19COF101.3 Compare real and imaginary equations and evaluate it.

19COF101.4

Solve certain types of differential equations and utilize it for 

engineering problems of electronics, electrical circuit.

19COF101.5

Determine infinite series and their convergence and 

divergence.

Engineering 

Physics 19COF102 19COF102.1

 The students will be able to classify semiconductors and 

explain the working of diodes using  band theory of solids.

19COF102.2

 The students will be able to apply the knowledge of Quantum 

physics, Compton scattering, de-Broglie's matter waves, 

Heisenbergs Uncertainty Principle. 

19COF102.3

 The students will be able to utilize  knowledge of electric and 

magnetic fields in mass spectrograph and cathode ray 

oscilloscope.

19COF102.4

 The students will be able to understand and utilize the 

knowledge of interference & diffraction of light, optical fibers 

and lasers.

19COF102.5

 The students will make use of the knowledge of fluid 

dynamics , ultrasonic waves and acoustics in various 

applications. 

19COF102.6

 The students will be able to develope experimental skills and 

identify the appropriate application of particular experiment.            

Engineering 

Mechanics 19COF 103 19COF 103.1 Organize and solve the forces along with its effect.

19COF 103.2

Apply principles of statics to the system of rigid bodies to 

solve simple structures.

19COF 103.3

Determine frictional forces for simple contacts, wedges and in 

coil friction.

19COF 103.4 Evaluate centroid & moment of inertia for 2-D structures.

19COF 103.5 Utilise the kinematic and kinetic equations.

19COF 103.6

Elaborate the concepts related to engineering mechanics, 

determine the lifting machine parameters and prove it 

graphically.
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COMPUTER 

PROGRAMMIN

G 19COF104

19COF l 04.1 Explain the fundamental of computer and computing concepts.

19COF l 04.2 Discuss the fundamental of C language.

19COF l 04.3 Illustrate the use of operators, expression and input-output

operations.  

19COF l 04.4 Explain conditional branching, iteration and jumping

statement.  

19COF l 04.5 Design functions, pointer, array & structures, use of string &

file concepts.

19COF l 04.6 Apply programming concepts to solve real life programming

problems.

Workshop 

Practice 1A5 19COF105 19COF105.1

Upon completion of this course, the students will be able to                     

Expain and Demonstrate  different manufacturing processes 

which are commonly appyled  in industry.

19COF105.2

 How to devlop the components using various manufacturing 

techniques. 

19COF105.3 Analyze dimensional accuracy and match tolerances.

19COF105.4

Design and will model of various prototypes in the Smity such 

as forming square/ hexagonal head bolt and hook.

19COF105.5

Create different Jobs in Fitting such as filing hack saw cutting, 

drilling and tapping.

19COF105.6

Applying knowledge of  foundry suchs as and molding, 

patterns , types of molding sands.

1
st
 Year 

Group B Mathematics II 19COF l 06 19COF l 06.1 Make use of system of equations in matrix forms.

19COF l 06.2 Find the periodic functions as an infinite series.

19COF l 06.3

Solve integral by Beta, Gamma functions and reduction 

formulae.

19COF l 06.4

Construct a curve from equation and apply differentiation 

under integral sign.

19COF l 06.5 Evaluate double integral, triple integral and its applications.

Engineering 

Chemistry 19COF107 19COF107.1

Describe properties of hard water, its disadvantages and 

various softening processes of water use for generation of 

steam.

19COF107.2

Identify various types of corrosion, mechanism and control 

methods to protect metal and explain energy storage system 

and its applications.

19COF107.3

Apply the knowledge of useful engineering materials such as 

cement, lubricant, industrial and polymeric materials.

19COF107.4

Apply the knowledge of properties of chemical fuel based on 

analysis and numerical data.



19COF107.5

Identify the various phases of system and complex compound 

by using thermodynamic variables and describe various 

spectrophotometric technique.

19COF107.6

Determine the properties of useful engineering materials such 

as water, chemical fuel, lubricant based on laboratory 

technique.

Basic Electrical 

Engineering 19COF10 19COF108.1

Find basic parameters of DC circuits like voltage, currents and 

resistance using theorems and transformation techniques.

19COF108.2

Explain the different properties of electromagnets and 

phenomenon of electromagnetic induction in magnetic circuits.

19COF108.3

Utilize the different terms of AC so as to build series and 

parallel AC circuits. 

19COF108.4

Simplify three phase system using star and delta connection to 

balance three phase load in high voltage applications.

19COF108.5

Compare types and characteristics of Transformers as well as 

DC motors to decide their exact field of applications.

19COF108.6

Discuss about the use of measuring instruments and safety 

precautions so as to operate electrical equipments and 

experimental kits in real time applications.

Engineering 

Graphics 19COF109 19COF109. 1

Make use of the drawing instruments effectively to dimension 

the given figures.

19COF109. 2 Explain the methods of projection.

19COF109. 3

Define the sectional views of solids such as Prism, Pyramid, 

Cone, Cylinder & Cube.

19COF109. 4 Identify the pictorial views of the object.

19COF109. 5 Construct isometric scale, isometric projection & views.

19COF109. 6

Develop the lateral surfaces of primitive solids by using CAD 

Software. 

English 

Communication 

Skill Lab 19COF110 19COF110.1

Recall the fundamental concepts of English language for 

communication purpose. 

19COF110.2 Demonstrate their ability to discuss in English language. 

19COF110.3 Develop their communication skills through group discussion.

19COF110.4

Simplify their presentation skill through reading 

comprehension and extempore.

19COF110.5

Find effective textual contents for improved communication 

through story and article writing.

19COF110.6

Elaborate effective ways for healthy conversation to make their 

point of views clear to the listeners. 

3 MIII C201 C201.1

Make use of various methods to solve linear differential 

equation.



C201.2

Evaluate Laplace Transform by making use of properties and 

differential equation by Laplace transform method.

Identify and solve partial differential equation of first order 

and

to apply Empirical laws to given data from observation 

connecting to two variables.

C201.4  Determine analytic function, Taylor and Laurent’s series.

C201.5

 Solve polynomial equations, system of linear equations and 

differential equation by different method.

C201.6

Apply the knowledge of vector calculus to solve physical 

problem

Mechanics of 

Material C202 C202.1

To develop theoretical basis for stress, strain concept in 

various components under study

C202.2 To study mechanical behavior of engineering material

C202.3

To familiarize about finding shear force, bending moment, 

torsion, slope and deflection of various types of beams with 

different loading conditions

C202.4

To build the necessary background to apply the knowledge of 

mechanics of materials on engineering applications

Fluid Mechanics C203 C203.1

Identify importance of various fluid properties at rest and in 

motion 

C203.2

Derive and apply general governing equation for various fluid 

flows

C203.3

Understand the concept of boundary layer theory and flow 

seperation

C203.4 Calculate energy losses in pipe flow

C203.5 Evaluate the performance characteristics of hydraullic jets

C203

Enineering 

Thermodynamics C204 C204.1

Understand the basic concepts of thermodynamics, 

thermodynamic systems, work and heat

C204.2

Apply first law of thermodynamics and application of first law 

to flow and non-flow processes

C204.3

Apply second law of thermodynamics and understand concept 

of entropy

C204.4

Understand the properties of steam, work done and heat 

transfer during various thermodynamics processes with steam 

as working fluid

C204.5 Understand the concept of air standard cycles

Manufacturing 

Process C205 C205.1 basic concept of foundry process and related activities

C205.2

concept of complete sand casting process with advance casting 

methods

C205.3 fundamentals of welding processes

C201.3



C205.4

various processes like electroplating, anodizing etc and their 

importance in industries

Manufacturing 

Process- Lab C206 C206.1

Understand and apply knowlegde of operations related to 

foundry

C206.2 Demonstrate various operations on related to joining processes

Mechanics of 

Material- Lab C207 C207.1

To understand the concept of stress and test effect of various 

Stresses on metal and materials

C207.2

To understand the concept and Test the Beam at different 

loading condition  and springs  for stiffness 

Fluid Mechanics- 

Lab C208 C208.1

Understand and demonstrate various fluid properties at rest 

and in motion 

C208.2

Derive and apply general governing equation for various fluid 

flows

Machine Drawing 

Lab C209 C209.1

Demonstrate the techniques of sectioning and visualizing the 

objects

C209.2  Imagine, understand and sketch the missing views

C209.3

 Develop surfaces of objects and apply knowledge during their 

fabrication

4 C209.4  Understand the concept of intersection of solid objects

C209.5

Understand and apply the conventions for materials and parts 

used in industries

C209.6 Prepare detail machine assembly drawings

Basic Electric 

Drives and 

Control C210 C210.1

Understand the working of electrical drives and their 

components

C210.2 Understand the basics of DC motors and their characteristics

C210.3

Understand the working of AC motors, induction motors and 

concept of braking

C210.4

Understand the different speed control methods of A.C. and 

D.C. motors

C210.5  Understand the design of transducers and their applications

C210.6  Understand the industrial applications of different drives

Material Science C211 C211.1

Students will understand the basic concepts of metallurgy & 

types of materials

C211.2

Students will understand the iron-Carbon equillibrium 

diagram, critical temperatures, formation of microstructures 

and they will get the knowledge of alloys

C211.3

Students will understand the uses and practical applications of 

ferrous & non-ferrous materials

C211.4

Students will understand the various heat treatment processes, 

powder metallurgy and industrial applications

Energy 

Conversion-I C212 C212.1

Students will study the concept steam and steam power plant, 

mounting and accessories.



C212.2

 Students will demonstrate the calculation of various efficiency 

& related parameters.

C212.3

 Student will show the adequate knowledge of fuel & ash 

handling systems.

C212.4

 Students will demonstrate the knowledge of condenser & 

application.

C212.5

Students will understand the concepts of steam nozzles & 

steam turbine

Manufacturing 

Technology C213 C213.1

Apply knowledge of theory of metal cutting, tool selection & 

Calculation cutting forces.

C213.2 Demonstrate the knowledge of basis of turning operathins

C213.3

understand the drillind and boring operation and working of 

drilling machines.

C213.4

Understand the milling and gear cutting operations and 

working of respective machines

C213.5

understand the working and knowledge of coventional 

machine, slotter, plainner, grinder and shapper machines.

C213.6

Demonstrate the operations in lathe machines, plainner, 

shapper ,grinder, drillind, and milling machines.

Hydraulics & 

Pneumatics 

System C214 C214.1 Demonstrate basic concepts of prime movers and turbines

C214.2

Utilize the knowledge of centrifugal and reciprocating pumps 

for applications

C214.3  Reveal the importance of other water lifting devices

C214.4  Solve the elementary treatment on compressible fluid flow

C214.5

Understand the concept of hydrostatic and hydrokinetic 

systems

C214.6

Use the knowledge of hydraulics & pneumatics in developing 

project work

Basic Electric 

Drives and 

Control- Lab C215 C215.1

Understand the working of electrical drives and their 

components

C215.2 Understand the basics of DC motors and their characteristics

Material Science 

Lab C216 C216.1

Demonstrsaste the knowledge of identifying the micro 

sttructures of various ferrous & non-ferrous metals

C216.2

Demonstrate the knowledge of verious heat treatment 

processes

Manufacturing 

Technology - Lab C217 C217.1

Understand and apply knowlegde of operations related to lathe, 

shaper, slotter, drilling & grinding m/cs

C217.2 Demonstrate various operations on lathe and shaper



Hydraulics & 

Pneumatics 

System- Lab C218 C218.1 Demonstrate basic concepts of prime movers and turbines

5 MQC C218.2 Demonstrate basic concepts of Hydraulic machines

CO301 CO301.3 Estimation of process capability

CO301.4 Knowlede and application of work study techniques

CO301.5 Design of inspection gauges

CO301.6 Use of various inspection instruments

HT CO302 CO302.1
Apply the concept of heat transfer, laws of heat transfer and 

various mathematical equations

CO302.2
Demonstrate the knowledge of determining the thermal 

conductivity of various materials

CO302.3 Understanding and verifying various laws of radiation

CO302.4 Estimation of Forced and Free convection

CO302.5
Capable to explain the concept of heat exchanger and 

demonstrate the calculations of efficiency

CO302.6
Understand and evaluate various modes of heat transfer  

processes

CO302

MS CO303 CO303.1
Exhibit the concept of measurment system and to know its 

importance in industries

CO303.2
Ability to measure various parameters like presure flow, speed, 

vibrations etc

CO303.3 Ability to use verious measuring instruments

CO303.4
Exhibit process approach of engineering and will confident in 

industry 

CO303.5 Demonstrate good skills in project work

CO303

TOM-I CO304 CO304.1
To understand the concept and its application of link, 

mechanism and machines

CO304.2
To analyse the mechanism and machines on the basis of 

velocity and accelaration method

CO304.3 To apply the use of synthesis of mechanism

CO304.4
To evaluate and understand brake cluth dynometer gear train 

etc

CO304.5 To create and evaluate of minimum projection

CO304.6

Design linkage, cam and gear mechanisms for a given motion 

or a given input/output motion or force relationship, identify 

the basic relations between velocity & acceleration and use 

graphical and analytic methods to study the motions of various 

mechanisms 

CO304

Computer 

Software 

Applications I 

Lab

CO305 CO305.1
Student will be able to understand and use the basic commands 

of drafting package



CO305.2
Student will be able to understand 2D and 3D commands and 

develop a model in any Modeling software

CO305.3
Student will be able to prepare assembly in any modeling 

software

CO305.4
Student will be able to model sheet metal component in 

modeling software

CO305

6 FP-II CO306 CO306.1 Understand basic concept of prime movers

CO306.2 Understand power produced with hydraulic machine

CO306.3 Design of power conservation and devices

CO306.4 Design hydraulic machine with high frequecy

CO306.5
Understand concept of hydrostatic and hydrokinetic system

CO306.6

Understand and apply the concept of prime movers, hydraulic 

machine,  pump and demonstrate prime movers and hydraulic 

pumps 

CO306

Computer 

Software 

Applications

CO307 CO307.1
Student will able to understand  and memorize the basics of 

DBMS

CO307.2
Student will develop an ability to develop design of relational 

database

CO307.3
Student will command over the MYSQL and perform 

relational algebra operation 

CO307.4
Student will articulate the simulation language and simulation 

packages

CO307.5
Student will demonstrate the steps applied in simulation 

process

CO307

Control System 

Engineering
CO312 CO308.1

Understand the basic concept  and study different types of 

system

CO308.2
Understand the concept of transient response analysis and will 

apply in numerical methods

CO308.3
To knowledge of Industrial controllers and basic control 

actions of system

CO308.4
Understand the concept of frequency response analysis method 

and use bode plot diagram in solving analytical problems

CO308

Theory of 

Machines-II
CO313

CO309.1

To understand static force analysis and hydrodynamic 

lubrication

CO309.2 Knowledge of analysis dynamic force analysis problem

CO309.3

To apply knowledge of space mechanism and vehicle 

dynamics

CO309.4
To understand the concept of vibrations and torsional vibration

CO309.5 To remember and understand balancing



CO309.6

Understand and apply knowledge of force analysis, space 

mechanism, vibrations and balancing of machinery

CO309

Comm. Skill CO314 CO310.1 Able to use language accurately fluently and appropriately

CO310.2 Show their skills of listening understanding and interpreating 

CO310.3 Write project report, reviews resumes

CO310.4 able to expresss their ideas relevant to given topics

CO310.5 Exhibit skill of interview debeating and discussion

CO310.6

Developing confidence smartness and outword skills as a techo-

managerpossessing both the qualities i.e. professional and soft 

skills of communication

CO310

7

Machine Design 

and Drawing-II
CO401 CO401.1

To remember and understand key, shaft, coupling for industrial 

applications

CO401.2 To design and analyze bearings

CO401.3 To apply, evaluate and select types of drives

CO401.4
To understand, design and analyze I.C. engines parts and 

governors

CO401.5

CO401

Energy 

Conversion-II
CO402 CO402.1

Remembering the applications of various energy conversion 

machines

CO402.2
Understanding the working of machine like compressors, 

refrigerators, Air conditioners

CO402.3
Applying technical knowledge to choose appropriate energy 

conversion device for specific applications

CO402.4 To analyze nuclear and renewable energy scenario in India

CO402.5
To evaluate the performance of various machine like 

compressors, refrigerator

CO402.6

Undrstand, analyze applications of various energy conversion 

machines  like compressors, refrigerators, Air conditioners and 

evaluate the performance of various machine like compressors, 

refrigerator

CO402

 Industrial 

Management & 

Costing

CO403 CO403.1
Understand the functions of management and setup of 

organization structure

CO403.2
Understand and demonstrate marketing and human resource 

management skills

CO403.3
Demonstrate the knowledge of materials management and 

inventory control

CO403.4
Exhibits the knowledge of cost estimation costing, financial 

management

CO403



 Automation 

Engineering
CO404 CO404.1

Concept of automation and its importance to industry and 

society automated flow line, line balancing

CO404.2 Create the skill of NC/CNCprograms

CO404.3 Apply to develop the working model of robots

CO404.4 Understand the concept of GT and its applications in FMS

CO404.5

The concept of CAPP and its application in FMS, 

Fundamentals of CIM components of CIM and automation in 

inspection

CO404.6
Understand the application of Line balancing, CNC, Robot 

anotomy, Group Technology, CAPP, FMS AND CIM

CO404

NES CO405 CO405.1 Create awareness about NCES

CO405.2 Acquire the depth knowledge of NCES

CO405.3 Understand the construction and performance of NCES

CO405.4 Develop and utilize NCES 

CO405.5
Analyze the systems performance by using renewable Energies

CO405.6 Evaluate conversion efficiency of renewable energies

CO405

Tool Engineering CO406 CO406.1
Apply the basic machine concept for tool life improvement 

during machining operation

CO406.2
Design the various cutting tools and analyze the various cutting 

operations from tool design point

CO406.3
Evaluate the need for implementation of mass production tools 

like jigs, fixtures, press tools

CO406.4
Remember and apply the various concepts in location and 

clamping in industry

CO406.5

Understand and remember working of various types of press 

tools and Improve productivity through knowledge of tool 

design

CO406

8 IC engines
CO407 CO407.1

Remembering type of engine, cycle analysis and losses in 

engines

CO407.2
Understanding working of various types of engines and its 

compatibility with fuels 

CO407.3
To analyze various factors governing combustion phenomenon 

in engines

CO407.4
To evaluate the performance of engines under various 

operating conditions

CO407.5 Applying technical knowledge to curb vehicular pollution

CO407.6
To create the framework for evaluating the performance of 

engine

CO407



ORT CO408 CO408.1

Students will exhibits the basic knowledge of science, 

mathematics and engineering to formulate the real life 

situations into the OR problems and formulate OR models.

CO408.2

Students will be able to formulate LPP from the situations 

from production engineering and solve these LPPs for 

implementing the decisions.

CO408.3

Students will be able to formulate Transportation, Assignment, 

Sequencing, Queuing. Replacement problems and solve these 

problems by using the iterative methods.

CO408.4

Students will be able to formulate Network models for the 

projects and understand the use of network techniques- PERT 

and CPM for planning, scheduling and controlling of the 

projects.

CO408.5

Students will understand the concept of Simulation and how to 

use Monte Carlo simulation for various OR problems.

CO408.6

Students will be able to transfer abstract or therotical ideas to 

practical situations and apply their engineering khowledge to 

analyse the problems and evaluate the better alternatives.

CO408

Automobile 

Engineering
CO409 CO409.1 Understand the basics of Automobile and its component

CO409.2 Identify different parts of Automobile

CO409.3 Explain the working of various parts

CO409.4 Describe how the steering suspension system operates

CO409.5
Understand the environmenal implications of Automobile 

engineering system operations

CO409.6 Understand the future development in Automoile Industry

CO409

PPC CO410 CO410.1 Importance of PPC its functions, Advantages

CO410.2
Calculations of sales forecasts using various forecasting 

methods

CO410.3 Criteria of batch size determination

CO410.4
Concept of machine capacity loading of machines and man 

machine activity charts.

CO410.5 Concept of inventory control and its systems

CO410.6
Modern techniques/Philosophies of management like 

CIM,JIT,MRP

CO410

RAC
CO411 CO411.1

Understand basic concept of refrigeration process and VCR 

cycle

CO411.2
Understand compound compression and multi-evaporation 

system



CO411.3 Apply the knowledge of refrigeration components and controls

CO411.4
Apply the concept of Psychrometry and air conditioning 

system

CO411.5 Apply the concept of load calculation & Applied Psychrometry

CO411.6

Performance and evaulation of Conventional(VCRs,VARs)  & 

Non conventional refrigreation(Cascade,Vortex tube 

refrigeration)

CO411

Robotics
CO412 CO412.1 Understand the concept of robotics describe the robot anatomy

CO412.2 Demonstrate the knowledge of end effector and its types

CO412.3 Understand the concept of kinematics of robot and sensors

CO412.4 Remember the concept of robot programming

CO412.5 Apply the Knowledge of application of robot

CO412.6 Evaluate the analytical problems for selection of robots

Robotics CO412 CO412

Project & 

Seminar
CO413 CO413.1

Apply the knowledge of engineering fundamentals for the 

solution of engineering problems

CO413.2
Ability to identify,formulat and analyse engineering problems 

using basic engeneering sciences and moder tools

CO413.3
To acquire knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, legal 

issues

CO413.4
Demonstrate knowledge for sustainable development using 

ethical practice

CO413.5
Develop ability to work as a leader and as a member of multi 

desiplinary

CO413.6 Ability to manage project and finance
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Semester 
Name of Subject 

Code of 

Subject CO number Course Outcome 

1Year 

Group A  

Engineering 

Mathematics I 
19COF101 19COF101.1 

Make use of derivatives of a continuous function into a 

polynomial and solve indeterminate forms. 

   
19COF101.2 

Extend the basic ideas of the calculus of functions of 

single variables to functions of several variables and its 

concept. 

   
19COF101.3 Compare real and imaginary equations and evaluate it. 

   
19COF101.4 

Solve certain types of differential equations and utilize 

it for engineering problems of electronics, electrical 

circuit. 

   
19COF101.5 

Determine infinite series and their convergence and 

divergence. 

 

Engineering 

Physics 
19COF102 19COF102.1 

 The students will be able to classify semiconductors 

and explain the working of diodes using  band theory 

of solids. 

   
19COF102.2 

 The students will be able to apply the knowledge of 

Quantum physics, Compton scattering, de-Broglie's 

matter waves, Heisenbergs Uncertainty Principle.  

   
19COF102.3 

 The students will be able to utilize  knowledge of 

electric and magnetic fields in mass spectrograph and 

cathode ray oscilloscope. 

   
19COF102.4 

 The students will be able to understand and utilize the 

knowledge of interference & diffraction of light, 

optical fibers and lasers. 

   
19COF102.5 

 The students will make use of the knowledge of fluid 

dynamics , ultrasonic waves and acoustics in various 

applications.  

   
19COF102.6 

 The students will be able to develope experimental 

skills and identify the appropriate application of 

particular experiment.             

 

Engineering 

Mechanics  
19COF 103 

19COF 

103.1 Organize and solve the forces along with its effect. 

   
19COF Apply principles of statics to the system of rigid bodies 



103.2 to solve simple structures. 

   

19COF 

103.3 

Determine frictional forces for simple contacts, wedges 

and in coil friction. 

   

19COF 

103.4 

Evaluate centroid & moment of inertia for 2-D 

structures. 

   

19COF 

103.5 Utilise the kinematic and kinetic equations. 

   
19COF 

103.6 

Elaborate the concepts related to engineering 

mechanics, determine the lifting machine parameters 

and prove it graphically. 

 

COMPUTER 

PROGRAMMING  
19COF104 

19COF l 

04.1 

Explain the fundamental of computer and computing 

concepts. 

   

19COF l 

04.2 

Discuss the fundamental of C language. 

   

19COF l 

04.3 

Illustrate the use of operators, expression and input-

output operations.   

   

19COF l 

04.4 

Explain conditional branching, iteration and jumping 

statement.   

   

19COF l 

04.5 

Design functions, pointer, array & structures, use of 

string & file concepts. 

   

19COF l 

04.6 

Apply programming concepts to solve real life 

programming problems. 

 

Workshop Practice 

1A5 
19COF105 19COF105.1 

Upon completion of this course, the students will be 

able to                     Expain and Demonstrate  different 

manufacturing processes which are commonly appyled  

in industry. 

   
19COF105.2 

 How to devlop the components using various 

manufacturing techniques.  

   
19COF105.3 Analyze dimensional accuracy and match tolerances. 

   
19COF105.4 

Design and will model of various prototypes in the 

Smity such as forming square/ hexagonal head bolt and 

hook. 

   
19COF105.5 

Create different Jobs in Fitting such as filing hack saw 

cutting, drilling and tapping. 

   
19COF105.6 

Applying knowledge of  foundry suchs as and molding, 

patterns , types of molding sands. 



1
st
 Year 

Group B 
Mathematics II  19COF l 06 

19COF l 

06.1 
Make use of system of equations in matrix forms. 

   

19COF l 

06.2 
Find the periodic functions as an infinite series. 

   

19COF l 

06.3 

Solve integral by Beta, Gamma functions and reduction 

formulae. 

   

19COF l 

06.4 

Construct a curve from equation and apply 

differentiation under integral sign. 

   

19COF l 

06.5 

Evaluate double integral, triple integral and its 

applications. 

 

Engineering 

Chemistry 
19COF107 19COF107.1 

Describe properties of hard water, its disadvantages 

and various softening processes of water use for 

generation of steam. 

   
19COF107.2 

Identify various types of corrosion, mechanism and 

control methods to protect metal and explain energy 

storage system and its applications. 

   
19COF107.3 

Apply the knowledge of useful engineering materials 

such as cement, lubricant, industrial and polymeric 

materials. 

   
19COF107.4 

Apply the knowledge of properties of chemical fuel 

based on analysis and numerical data. 

   
19COF107.5 

Identify the various phases of system and complex 

compound by using thermodynamic variables and 

describe various spectrophotometric technique. 

   
19COF107.6 

Determine the properties of useful engineering 

materials such as water, chemical fuel, lubricant based 

on laboratory technique. 

 

Basic Electrical 

Engineering 
19COF10 

19COF108.1 

Find basic parameters of DC circuits like voltage, 

currents and resistance using theorems and 

transformation techniques. 

   19COF108.2 

Explain the different properties of electromagnets and 

phenomenon of electromagnetic induction in magnetic 

circuits. 

   19COF108.3 

Utilize the different terms of AC so as to build series 

and parallel AC circuits.  

   19COF108.4 

Simplify three phase system using star and delta 

connection to balance three phase load in high voltage 

applications. 



   19COF108.5 

Compare types and characteristics of Transformers as 

well as DC motors to decide their exact field of 

applications. 

   
19COF108.6 

Discuss about the use of measuring instruments and 

safety precautions so as to operate electrical 

equipments and experimental kits in real time 

applications. 

 

Engineering 

Graphics 
19COF109 

19COF109. 

1 

Make use of the drawing instruments effectively to 

dimension the given figures. 

   

19COF109. 

2 Explain the methods of projection. 

   

19COF109. 

3 

Define the sectional views of solids such as Prism, 

Pyramid, Cone, Cylinder & Cube. 

   

19COF109. 

4 Identify the pictorial views of the object. 

   

19COF109. 

5 

Construct isometric scale, isometric projection & 

views. 

   

19COF109. 

6 

Develop the lateral surfaces of primitive solids by 

using CAD Software.  

 

English 

Communication 

Skill Lab 

19COF110 

19COF110.1 

Recall the fundamental concepts of English language 

for communication purpose.  

   19COF110.2 

Demonstrate their ability to discuss in English 

language.  

   19COF110.3 

Develop their communication skills through group 

discussion. 

   19COF110.4 

Simplify their presentation skill through reading 

comprehension and extempore. 

   19COF110.5 

Find effective textual contents for improved 

communication through story and article writing. 

   19COF110.6 

Elaborate effective ways for healthy conversation to 

make their point of views clear to the listeners.  

3 
MIII C201 

C201.1 
Make use of various methods to solve linear 

differential equation. 

  

    

C201.2 

Evaluate Laplace Transform by making use of 

properties and differential equation by Laplace 

transform method. 



  

    

C201.3 

Identify and solve partial differential equation of first 

order and  

to apply Empirical laws to given data from observation 

connecting to two variables. 

  
    

C201.4 
 Determine analytic function, Taylor and Laurent’s 
series. 

  

    

C201.5 

 Solve polynomial equations, system of linear 

equations and differential equation by different 

method. 

  
    

C201.6 
Apply the knowledge of vector calculus to solve 

physical problem 

  Mechanics of 

Material C202 
C202.1 

To develop theoretical basis for stress, strain concept in 

various components under study 

      C202.2 To study mechanical behavior of engineering material 

  
    

C202.3 

To familiarize about finding shear force, bending 

moment, torsion, slope and deflection of various types 

of beams with different loading conditions 

  
    

C202.4 

To build the necessary background to apply the 

knowledge of mechanics of materials on engineering 

applications 

  
Fluid Mechanics C203 

C203.1 
Identify importance of various fluid properties at rest 

and in motion  

  
    

C203.2 
Derive and apply general governing equation for 

various fluid flows 

  
    

C203.3 
Understand the concept of boundary layer theory and 

flow seperation 

      C203.4 Calculate energy losses in pipe flow 

  
    

C203.5 
Evaluate the performance characteristics of hydraullic 

jets 

      C203   

  Enineering 

Thermodynamics C204 
C204.1 Understand the basic concepts of thermodynamics, 

thermodynamic systems, work and heat 

  
    

C204.2 Apply first law of thermodynamics and application of 

first law to flow and non-flow processes 

  
    

C204.3 
Apply second law of thermodynamics and understand 

concept of entropy 

  

    

C204.4 

Understand the properties of steam, work done and 

heat transfer during various thermodynamics processes 

with steam as working fluid 

      C204.5 Understand the concept of air standard cycles 

  
Manufacturing 

Process C205 
C205.1 

basic concept of foundry process and related activities 

  
    

C205.2 
concept of complete sand casting process with advance 

casting methods 

      C205.3 fundamentals of welding processes 

  
    

C205.4 various processes like electroplating, anodizing etc and 

their importance in industries 



  
Manufacturing 

Process- Lab C206 
C206.1 

Understand and apply knowlegde of operations related 

to foundry 

  
    

C206.2 
Demonstrate various operations on related to joining 

processes 

  Mechanics of 

Material- Lab C207 
C207.1 

To understand the concept of stress and test effect of 

various Stresses on metal and materials 

  
    

C207.2 
To understand the concept and Test the Beam at 

different loading condition  and springs  for stiffness  

  
Fluid Mechanics- 

Lab  C208 
C208.1 

Understand and demonstrate various fluid properties at 

rest and in motion  

  
    

C208.2 
Derive and apply general governing equation for 

various fluid flows 

  
Machine Drawing 

Lab C209 
C209.1 

Demonstrate the techniques of sectioning and 

visualizing the objects 

      C209.2  Imagine, understand and sketch the missing views 

  
    

C209.3 
 Develop surfaces of objects and apply knowledge 

during their fabrication 

4     C209.4  Understand the concept of intersection of solid objects 

  
    

C209.5 
Understand and apply the conventions for materials 

and parts used in industries 

      C209.6 Prepare detail machine assembly drawings 

  

Basic Electric 

Drives and 

Control C210 C210.1 

Understand the working of electrical drives and their 

components 

  
    C210.2 

Understand the basics of DC motors and their 

characteristics 

  
    C210.3 

Understand the working of AC motors, induction 

motors and concept of braking 

  
    C210.4 

Understand the different speed control methods of A.C. 

and D.C. motors 

  
    C210.5 

 Understand the design of transducers and their 

applications 

  
    C210.6 

 Understand the industrial applications of different 

drives 

  
Material Science C211 

C211.1 
Students will understand the basic concepts of 

metallurgy & types of materials 

  

    

C211.2 

Students will understand the iron-Carbon equillibrium 

diagram, critical temperatures, formation of 

microstructures and they will get the knowledge of 

alloys 

  
    

C211.3 
Students will understand the uses and practical 

applications of ferrous & non-ferrous materials 

  
    

C211.4 

Students will understand the various heat treatment 

processes, powder metallurgy and industrial 

applications 

  
Energy 

Conversion-I C212 C212.1 

Students will study the concept steam and steam power 

plant, mounting and accessories. 



  
    C212.2 

 Students will demonstrate the calculation of various 

efficiency & related parameters. 

  
    C212.3 

 Student will show the adequate knowledge of fuel & 

ash handling systems. 

  
    C212.4 

 Students will demonstrate the knowledge of condenser 

& application. 

  
    C212.5 

Students will understand the concepts of steam nozzles 

& steam turbine 

  Manufacturing 

Technology C213 
C213.1 

Apply knowledge of theory of metal cutting, tool 

selection & Calculation cutting forces. 

  
    

C213.2 
Demonstrate the knowledge of basis of turning 

operathins 

  
    

C213.3 
understand the drillind and boring operation and 

working of drilling machines. 

  
    

C213.4 
Understand the milling and gear cutting operations and 

working of respective machines 

  

    

C213.5 

understand the working and knowledge of coventional 

machine, slotter, plainner, grinder and shapper 

machines. 

  
    

C213.6 
Demonstrate the operations in lathe machines, plainner, 

shapper ,grinder, drillind, and milling machines. 

  

Hydraulics & 

Pneumatics 

System  C214 C214.1 

Demonstrate basic concepts of prime movers and 

turbines 

  
    C214.2 

Utilize the knowledge of centrifugal and reciprocating 

pumps for applications 

      C214.3  Reveal the importance of other water lifting devices 

  
    C214.4 

 Solve the elementary treatment on compressible fluid 

flow 

  
    C214.5 

Understand the concept of hydrostatic and hydrokinetic 

systems 

  
    C214.6 

Use the knowledge of hydraulics & pneumatics in 

developing project work 

  

Basic Electric 

Drives and 

Control- Lab C215 

C215.1 
Understand the working of electrical drives and their 

components 

  
    

C215.2 
Understand the basics of DC motors and their 

characteristics 

  Material Science 

Lab C216 
C216.1 

Demonstrsaste the knowledge of identifying the micro 

sttructures of various ferrous & non-ferrous metals 

  
    

C216.2 
Demonstrate the knowledge of verious heat treatment 

processes 

  
Manufacturing 

Technology - Lab C217 
C217.1 

Understand and apply knowlegde of operations related 

to lathe, shaper, slotter, drilling & grinding m/cs 

      C217.2 Demonstrate various operations on lathe and shaper 



  

Hydraulics & 

Pneumatics 

System- Lab C218 

C218.1 
Demonstrate basic concepts of prime movers and 

turbines 

  

 

  C218.2 Demonstrate basic concepts of Hydraulic machines 

5 
Metrology & 

Quality Control C301 
C301.1 Create & apply the concept of inspection, quality 

control and its importance to industry 

  
    

C301.2 Demonstrate the skills of controlling various out of 

control processes using statistical quality control tools 

  
    

C301.3 Understand the importance of improving production 

and productivity using work study approach 

  

    

C301.4 

Apply the knowledge of various measurement 

standards and techniques in the industry to measure 

various parameters related to metrology. 

  HT 
C302 

C302.1 
Apply the concept of heat transfer, laws of heat transfer 

and various mathematical equations 

  
    

C302.2 Demonstrate the knowledge of determining the thermal 

conductivity of various materials 

      C302.3 Understanding and verifying various laws of radiation 

  
    

C302.4 Capable to explain the concept of heat exchanger and 

demonstrate the calculations of efficiency 

  MS 

C303 

C303.1 

Understand & apply the concept of measurement 

system and will know its importance related to the 

industry. 

    
  

C303.2 
Demonstrate the ability to measure various parameters 

like pressure, flow, speed, vibration etc. 

      C303.3 Understand to use various measuring instruments. 

    
  

C303.4 
Understand the practical approach of engineering and 

will be confident in industry. 

  KOM 
C304 

C304.1 
Understand & apply the concept and its applications of 

link, mechanisms and machines. 

    

  

C304.2 

Demonstrate the ability to analyze the mechanisms and 

machines on the basis of velocity and acceleration and 

they will show the ability to solve analytical methods. 

    

  

C304.3 

Show the ability to use graphical and analytical 

methods for synthesis of mechanisms to develop mini 

projects in the course duration. 

    
  

C304.4 
Understand the practical for study of brake, clutch, 

dynamometer, gear train etc. 

  HT Lab C306 C306.1 Understand various modes of heat transfer 

  
    

C306.2 
Evaluate various parameters of the heat transfer 

process 

  MQC Lab 
C307 

C307.1 
Explain the principles involved in measurement and 

inspection 

      C307.2 Select and use appropriate measurement instrument for 



a given application 

  
    

C307.3 
Apply the basics of sampling in the context of 

manufacturing 

  KOM Lab 

C308 

C308.1 

Design linkage, cam and gear mechanisms for a given 

motion or a given input/output motion or force 

relationship, identify the basic relations between 

velocity & acceleration and use graphical and analytic 

methods to study the motions of various mechanisms  

  MS Lab 
C309 C309.1 

Choose appropriate measuring device for measurement 

of various quantities 

      C309.2 Analyse the performance of various 

  
    C309.3 

Analyse and execute the calibration process for 

measuring instruments 

6 
Design of 

Machine Elements 
C311 C311.1 

Understand the concept of various stresses and apply 

the design procedure to riveted joints and welded 

joints. 

  
    C311.2 

Understand design procedure of knuckle joint, springs 

and power screw. 

  
    C311.3 

Analyze & select types of shafts, keys, couplings for 

various machines and industrial applications. 

  
    C311.4 

Analyze the various types of bearings and understand 

the design procedure of IC Engine parts. 

  
Control System 

Engineering C312 
C312.1 

Understand the basic concept  and study different types 

of system 

  
    

C312.2 
Understand the concept of transient response analysis 

and will apply in numerical methods 

  
    

C312.3 
To knowledge of Industrial controllers and basic 

control actions of system 

  

    

C312.4 

Understand the concept of frequency response analysis 

method and use bode plot diagram in solving analytical 

problems 

  
Dynamics of 

Machine C313 C313.1 

Apply basic concept of static force analysis and 

lubrication mechanism. 

  
    C313.2 

Understand the knowledge of dynamic force analysis 

analytically and graphically. 

  
    C313.3 

Apply the knowledge of space mechanism and vehicle 

dynamics. 

  
    C313.4 

Understand concept of free vibration and force 

vibration, concept of Torsional vibration. 

      C313.5 Analyze the concept of balancing of machinery 

  Tool Engineering 
C314 C314.1 

Create the design of single and multi-point cutting 

tools. 

  
    C314.2 

Apply the knowledge related to machining in order to 

estimate tool life and selection of cutting fluids. 

  

    C314.3 

. Create the design of multipoint tools like twist drills, 

reamers, broach and milling cutters & press working 

dies like punching, blanking and drawing. 



  
    C314.4 

Analyze the real time problems of work holding by 

designing jigs and fixtures. 

  
Non-Conventional 

Energy Sources C315 C315.1 

Able to study the concept of renewable and non-

renewable sources. 

  
    C315.2 

Apply the basic concept of solar energy utilization and 

storage. 

      C315.3 Apply the concept of energy from ocean and wind. 

      C315.4 Study the concept of bio-mass energy resources. 

  

Computer Aided 

Design & 

Simulation Lab C316 C316.01 Understand the concept of CAD/ CAM and CIM . 

  
    C316.02 

Apply knowledge using CAD modeling for component 

design 

      C316.03 Apply the knowledge of geometric transformation. 

  
    C316.04 

Understand the Mechanical & Manufacturing 

simulation systems 

  
Automobile 

Engineering C317 C317.1 

Understand the basics of automobile engineering and 

its components. 

  
    C317.2 

Analyze &develop about the cooling system and its 

function. 

  
    C317.3 

Understand basic concept of transmission system and 

types of gears box, basic concept of electrical system 

and ignition system. 

      C317.4  Apply the knowledge of suspension and lubrication 

  

Design of 

Machine 

Elements-Lab C318 C318.1 

Design various machine elements like joints, springs, 

couplings etc, under various conditions 

  
    C318.2 

Convert design dimensions into 

working/manufacturing drawing 

  
    C318.3 

Use design data book/standard codes to standardize the 

designed dimensions 

  
Dynamics of 

Machines -Lab. C319 C319.1 

Apply basic concept of force analysis and lubrication 

mechanism. 

  
    C319.2 

Understand the knowledge of dynamic force analysis 

analytically and graphically. 

  
    C319.3 

Apply the knowledge of space mechanism and vehicle 

dynamics. 

      C319.4 Understand concept of vibrations. 

  
Tool Engineering 

Lab C320 C320.1 

Create the design of single and multi-point cutting 

tools. 

  
    C320.2 

Create the design of multipoint tools like twist drills, 

reamers, broach and milling 

  
    C320.3 

cutters & press working dies like punching, blanking 

and drawing. 

  
    C320.4 

Analyze the real time problems of work holding by 

designing jigs and fixtures. 



  

Computer Aided 

Design & 

Simulation Lab C321 C321.1 Understand the concept of CAD. 

  
    C321.2 

Apply knowledge using CAD modeling for component 

design 

      C321.3 Apply the knowledge of geometric transformation. 

  
    C321.4 

Understand the Mechanical & Manufacturing 

simulation systems. 

  
Research Skills – 

Lab C322 C322.1 

Demonstrate a sound technical knowledge of their 

selected research topic. 

  
    C322.2 

Undertake problem identification, formulation and 

solution. 

  
    C322.3 

Design engineering solutions to complex problems 

utilizing a systems approach. 

      C322.4 Conduct an engineering research. 

  
    C322.5 

Demonstrate the knowledge, skills and attitudes of a 

professional engineer 
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Machine Design 

and Drawing-II C401 
C401.1 

To remember and understand key, shaft, coupling for 

industrial applications 

      C401.2 To design and analyze bearings 

      C401.3 To apply, evaluate and select types of drives 

  
  

  
C401.4 

To understand, design and analyze I.C. engines parts 

and governors 

      C401.5   

  

Energy 

Conversion-II C402 
C402.1 

Remembering the applications of various energy 

conversion machines 

  
  

  
C402.2 

Understanding the working of machine like 

compressors, refrigerators, Air conditioners 

  
  

  
C402.3 

Applying technical knowledge to choose appropriate 

energy conversion device for specific applications 

  
  

  
C402.4 

To analyze nuclear and renewable energy scenario in 

India 

  
  

  
C402.5 To evaluate the performance of various machine like 

compressors, refrigerator 

  

  

  

C402.6 

Undrstand, analyze applications of various energy 

conversion machines  like compressors, refrigerators, 

Air conditioners and evaluate the performance of 

various machine like compressors, refrigerator 

  

Industrial 

Management & 

Costing C403 

C403.1 
Understand the functions of management and setup of 

organization structure 

  
  

  
C403.2 

Understand and demonstrate marketing and human 

resource management skills 

  
  

  
C403.3 

Demonstrate the knowledge of materials management 

and inventory control 

  
  

  
C403.4 

Exhibits the knowledge of cost estimation costing, 

financial management 



  
ATE 

C404 
C404.1 

Concept of automation and its importance to industry 

and society automated flow line, line balancing 

      C404.2 Create the skill of NC/CNCprograms 

      C404.3 Apply to develop the working model of robots 

  
  

  
C404.4 

Understand the concept of GT and its applications in 

FMS 

  

  

  

C404.5 

The concept of CAPP and its application in FMS, 

Fundamentals of CIM components of CIM and 

automation in inspection 

  

  

  

C404.6 

Understand the application of Line balancing, CNC, 

Robot anotomy, Group Technology, CAPP, FMS AND 

CIM 

  NES C405 C405.1 Create awareness about NCES 

      C405.2 Acquire the depth knowledge of NCES 

      C405.3 Understand the construction and performance of NCES 

      C405.4 Develop and utilize NCES  

  
  

  
C405.5 

Analyze the systems performance by using renewable 

Energies 

      C405.6 Evaluate conversion efficiency of renewable energies 

  
Tool Engineering 

C406 
C406.1 

Apply the basic machine concept for tool life 

improvement during machining operation 

  
  

  
C406.2 

Design the various cutting tools and analyze the 

various cutting operations from tool design point 

  
  

  
C406.3 

Evaluate the need for implementation of mass 

production tools like jigs, fixtures, press tools 

  
  

  
C406.4 

Remember and apply the various concepts in location 

and clamping in industry 

  

  

  

C406.5 

Understand and remember working of various types of 

press tools and Improve productivity through 

knowledge of tool design 

  
  

  
C406.6 

Apply the basic machine concept for tool life 

improvement and Design the various cutting tools 

8 
ICE 

C407 
C407.1 

Remembering type of engine, cycle analysis and losses 

in engines 

  
  

  
C407.2 Understanding working of various types of engines and 

its compatibility with fuels  

  
  

  
C407.3 

To analyze various factors governing combustion 

phenomenon in engines 

  
  

  
C407.4 

To evaluate the performance of engines under various 

operating conditions 

  
  

  
C407.5 

Applying technical knowledge to curb vehicular 

pollution 

  
  

  
C407.6 

To create the framework for evaluating the 

performance of engine 



  

ORT 

C408 

C408.1 

Students will exhibits the basic knowledge of science, 

mathematics and engineering to formulate the real life 

situations into the OR problems and formulate OR 

models. 

  

  

  

C408.2 

Students will be able to formulate LPP from the 

situations from production engineering and solve these 

LPPs for implementing the decisions. 

  

  

  

C408.3 

Students will be able to formulate Transportation, 

Assignment, Sequencing, Queuing. Replacement 

problems and solve these problems by using the 

iterative methods. 

  

  

  

C408.4 

Students will be able to formulate Network models for 

the projects and understand the use of network 

techniques- PERT and CPM for planning, scheduling 

and controlling of the projects. 

  

  

  

C408.5 

Students will understand the concept of Simulation and 

how to use Monte Carlo simulation for various OR 

problems. 

  

  

  

C408.6 

Students will be able to transfer abstract or therotical 

ideas to practical situations and apply their engineering 

khowledge to analyse the problems and evaluate the 

better alternatives. 

  
AE 

C409 
C409.1 

Understand the basics of Automobile and its 

component 

      C409.2 Identify different parts of Automobile 

      C409.3 Explain the working of various parts 

      C409.4 Describe how the steering suspension system operates 

  
  

  
C409.5 

Understand the environmenal implications of 

Automobile engineering system operations 

  
  

  
C409.6 

Understand the future development in Automoile 

Industry 

  PPC C410 C410.1 Importance of PPC its functions, Advantages 

  
  

  C410.2 

Calculations of sales forecasts using various 

forecasting methods 

      C410.3 Criteria of batch size determination 

  
  

  C410.4 

Concept of machine capacity loading of machines and 

man machine activity charts. 

      C410.5 Concept of inventory control and its systems 

  
  

  C410.6 

Modern techniques/Philosophies of management like 

CIM,JIT,MRP 

  
RAC 

C411 
C411.1 

Understand basic concept of refrigeration process and 

VCR cycle 

  
  

  
C411.2 

Understand compound compression and multi-

evaporation system 

  
  

  
C411.3 

Apply the knowledge of refrigeration components and 

controls 

      C411.4 Apply the concept of Psychrometry and air 



conditioning system 

  
  

  
C411.5 

Apply the concept of load calculation & Applied 

Psychrometry 

  

  

  

C411.6 

Performance and evaulation of 

Conventional(VCRs,VARs)  & Non conventional 

refrigreation(Cascade,Vortex tube refrigeration) 

  
Robotics 

C412 C412.1 

Understand the concept of robotics describe the robot 

anatomy 

  
  

  C412.2 

Demonstrate the knowledge of end effector and its 

types 

  
  

  C412.3 

Understand the concept of kinematics of robot and 

sensors 

      C412.4 Remember the concept of robot programming 

      C412.5 Apply the Knowledge of application of robot 

      C412.6 Evaluate the analytical problems for selection of robots 

  
Project & Seminar 

C413 
C413.1 

Apply the knowledge of engineering fundamentals for 

the solution of engineering problems 

  

  

  

C413.2 

Ability to identify,formulat and analyse engineering 

problems using basic engeneering sciences and moder 

tools 

  
  

  
C413.3 

To acquire knowledge to assess societal, health, safety, 

legal issues 

  
  

  
C413.4 

Demonstrate knowledge for sustainable development 

using ethical practice 

  
  

  
C413.5 

Develop ability to work as a leader and as a member of 

multi desiplinary 

      C413.6 Ability to manage project and finance 

 


